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1. THE NASA SUPERCRIT!CAL AIRP01L AND
ITS APPLICATION TO SWEPT WINGS*
By Richard "1. Whitcomb
Langley Research Center
INTRODUCTION
The prtmctpal feature of each of the configurations to be discussed in this conference
is the auperc_ticai airfoil shape. However, in the development of these configurations,
substantial attention was given to solving high-speed three-dimensional prr, blems,
particularly near the wtng-fu_el:'_e Jtmction. In this paper the mode of operation and
characteristics of the NASA two-dhnensior.ai supercrttical airfoils find methods for
apply _L_g them to three-dimensionnl swept wings are discussed briefly.
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DESCRIPTION OF TWO-DI_,!EI_O_AL NASA AIRFOIL
The well-known ficw _rcblem for conventional airfoih_ &t hitch sub_on;c zl_e_ is
illu_;trat ._d at the top oi flC_,_ro 1. A |oc_l r_Lozt of supersonic or supercr%<.cal flow
develo.r_ above the u_per s_ace of a llftlng airfoil whlch _ermin_tes in a strong sb_ck
wave. The wave itself c_,uses some increase in drs_, but unually the prtneil_al effe_
is selmr_t_on of *.,he boundary layer with a stgnl_em..t increase in drag. utsbllity i;rob-
lama, _nd _affet. For the NASA supercritic_l airfoil shown nt the be:tom or figure 1,
the curvature of the middle regtou of th._ up,"_r surface Is _bstnntiat|y reduced with a
reuu|t_n_ decrease in t_ _tren_.h and extent of _e shoc_ wave. The drag asset!sled
with t_e wave Is reduced _:1, more importantly, t_e onset of separation i_ s,_otnutially
delayed. The lif_ lost by reducin_ the curva_ure of _hv up;_r surface is re_atncd by
subnt:u_ial emmber of _e recr poFticn of the airfoil.
The airfoil _lso _eorpor_tea other features which are important to the total effec-
tiv_.ne_s of the new sh:_l._. The milk, Is re,ton of _e Lower surges is designed to
n-.alntain _awcr_tlc_! flow for all cp_r_U_g coudt_ns of the airfoil, becau_ _e pre=-
sure x_=_ a_soc_._ted ,_lth• shock r_-ave _u_rimp_ed on the _re_sure ri_e c._u_ed by
the c'_ wo_ld cede _elw_atl_n of the !o-_ar-aurface boundary layer. To minimize
the _ur_ce ctu--_rcs end t_ t._e _.d_c_ velocities on the mid_le re_or._ of both the
u_r _nd lower sur_ces, the l_.'.c_i_ *_d_-,_ fs w_d_ n_sW.n_l!y l.ur_er t/_n ;'or pre_-
o_ nirf_.!_. It !z s!_rcxl.'_n_-_l_• 2.5 _intes thnt for ._6-,aeries airfoilof t_._ _me
thickn_._s ra_o.
The rear _=-_cn of the u]_-r _:r._ce !s d__at_ed _o produce a con_tan_ or
*TL_e, Uncta_s'.._ed.
++ + -I_.+. _+ . *% -._ +.+',.,
_'+'+"l+'+'If_,,ll___'++'_'_ ": -++ 7 ".+ + ++"i' ',,.' "
/decreasing pressure behind the shock wave for the design condition. This feature
stabilizes the boundary layer behind the shock before it enters the subsonic pressure
reeove.-y. In particular, it substantially delays the final detachment of the boundary-
layer bubble present under the strong shock for high-lift conditions. Results to be
presented in paper 2 will define this effect more e-zplicitly. The pressure distribution
on the aft por*.ion of the lower surface is designed by the Stratford criteria to obtain
the largest increase in lift by the cusp without incurring boundary-layer separation in
the cusp. This involves a rapid initial incree._e in pressure followed by a more grad-
ual increase. Finally, at *.he trailing edge the slope of the lower surface is made equal
to that of the upper surface to reduce to a minimum the required pressure recovery at
the upper-surface trailing edge. For most NASA supereritical airfoils tested, the
trailing-edge pressure is near ambient.
At Mach numbers or lift coefficients less than the design conditions, the shock
wave is farther forward wi_ a substantial increase in velocity aft of the shock to a
second velocity peak in the _icintty of the three-quarter chord. This peak must be
carefully controlled to p_-event the development of a second shock with associated
separation on the extreme rearward portion of the airfoil. At Mach numbers higher
than the design value, the _hock wave moves rearward and becomes stronger. Also,
ti,.e pres,ure plateau disappears. As a result, the boundary layer usually separates
aft of the shock.
The aft Ic._d!ng (fig. 1) associated with the new shape results, of course, in more
negative pitching moments.
The chronolofflcal development of the supercritical airfoil Is shown in figure 2.
Ori_--_.,-,_!!yit w_.s __-um.,_ t._£t a means for stabilizing the _ :_try layer bet_/eenthe
shock wave and the 3'_sonlc pressure recovery was re,_uired. A slot was placed
bet-ween the l_,wer aad up._r sur_ces to accomplish this; however, it _'a_ found that
the required geometric toles-ances of the slot would be difficult to produce and maintain
in _me. Therefor_o an integ,-'al or" ur, slotted airfoil was developed using the techniques
just described. Later, in recognition of the structural problem of the extremely thin
trailing edge of the initial hl.'egral airfoil, a thleken,_d trailing edge was added. This
thickened trailing edge also slightly improved the aerodynamic characteristics of the
airfoil by Increastn_ the Lift ,,vtth a relatively small base drug penalty. All the appllca-
tior.s to be discussed in thl_ _onferehce incorporate a thickened trailing edge.
TWO-DIbIEN_ONA L RESU LTS
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A ccmpariseu of the drag variation with Math number at a normal-force coefficient
of O. 7 is shown in figure 3 fear a NACA 64A-410 alrfcil and a supercritical airfoil it
should be noted that the supercritlcal alrfoll_ Intended for ,_e on swept,back wings have
been d_,oloped for relatively ,'ti[;h-ILfi coefflclent= beegu._o the effocttve lit". decrea._es
by the cosin_ of the _weep .-'c',';.ared. llesults obtained for the 10-percent-thtc._ unsiot_ed
airfoil are shown by the solid Line (ref. I). Data for the NACA 64A-410 airfoil are
shown by ___ _hed l',ne (re f. 2). A _-sertes airfoil with a relatively high c_mber
was used L,ecause it provl_ec_ _e f:_!rest comparison wt*..h the highly cambered sups-r-
critical airfoil. The final d:ag rise for the superc_t_cal airfoil occurs more thnn
0. 1 Mach n_'nb_r later t,_LU ".hat for the 6-series airfoil The supercrttica[ airfoil
experiences a drug creep of appro_mately 12 counts at Math number_ between the
subcrltinal value of 0. 60 to the final drag-rlse condition. This drag is associated with
the relatively Weak shook above the upper surface at these speeds. It is important to
note, however, that earlier airfoils produced drag creeps for the same reason. At
the fh..al drag rise, the dra_--creep increment for the NACA 64A-410 airfoil is the same
as that for the comparable supercritlcal shape. SL-nilar agreement is noted in paper 2.
In the early work with the slotted supercritical airfoil, a dip in the drag creep was
achieved at a Mash number Just below the finnl drag rise {ref. 3). Pressure distribu-
tlo_3, schlleren phota,wraphs, and wake surveys indicated that at this condition the
deceleration from supersonic to subsonic flow above the upper surface was essentially
shockless. However, because of the very limited speed extent of this shockless condi-
tion, it was considered to be of little practical significance. In the later development
of Me tmslotted airfoil, no attempt was made to attain such a condition; rather, the
effc_rt wf_s to reduce the level of drag creep between the critical speed and final drag
rise.
In figure 4 the Mach number for the onset of severe separation, that is, for buffet
or abrupt drag rise, is plotted against normal-force coefficient for the same airfoils
as in the pr_vlous figure. The results indlcste that not only does the supercritical
airfo_l delay drag rise at near cruise llft coefficients but it also substnntially increases
both th_ M,ch number _nd llft coefficient at the characteristic high-lift corner of the
• curve. T!lis effect, wldch results primarily from the stabilization of the bubble under
the shock _ve as discussed earlier, is particularly important for improving maneu-
verabiilty.
t
Re*;ent _irp!ano desi.,-'nsincorporate airfoils with somewhat higher drag rise than
the I_ACA C-.-crivs eho.4"nher_. However, it ha_ been difficultto acquire two-dimen-
slov al data for such airfoils. Results obtained with a C-SA airplane model in the
L_n_lc_ "P,e_eat'_h Ce_ter 8-fo,',t_.._l i.dlcate that _.,e vf thes_ new sh_es, the
Pearccy ves_ _Irfoii, del_-ys tl.cdrag-riso l_lachnumber 0. 02 or 0.03 compared with
the NACA 6-eerles airfoilbut _t a loss in the maximum fiR.
As demonstrated in paper 2, supercrltical technology can also be used to substan-
tlal'yincrease the thickness ratios of an airfoil without an assoolated reduction in the
5Ltch number for separation onset. Obviously, the increased thickness allows a weight
reduction or an increase in aspect ratio and provides added volume for fuel or other
required coulpment in the wing. The three flightdemonstration programs to be de-
sc_bed in this conference are intended to demonstrate the three principal advantages
of t,_esupercrit;cal airfoil: increased thickness ratio using the T-2C airplane; In-
creased cruise speed using the F-8 slx-plane; and improved maneuverability using the
F- 11_ air_. lane.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
Before these supe.rcritical airfoils can be most effectively utilized in actual alr-
plnne design, theoretical methods for descrlbln_ the shapes and ch._racteristlcs of such
airfoils and a body of systematic ex_erime_tr.l data should be provided. At present n
method for geometrical'.y definin_ the shape is available. This method, which allows
for variations of thickness ratios and cambers, was used to define the airfoils for the
F-8 and F-].ll demonstration vehicles to be described. A number of outstanding
J
!theoretical investi_tors in this country and Europe have been working on aerodynamic
analysis of two-dlmensional supercrltical flow (references 4 to 7, for example). In
this country the work is b_Ing done in industry, the universities, and the NASA Langley
and Ames Research Centers. At least for the two-dimensional use, the appilcntions of
the theory to practical designs is close at hand, However, the complemental7 system-
atic experimental data are not yet available.
It should be strongly emphasized that any meanin_-,_ul theoretical analysis of NASA
supercrltical airfoils must include the effect of the boundary layer. The importance of
this effect is illustrated in figure 5. The varying boundary-layer displacement substan-
tially changes the effective shape of the airfoil. In particular, it greatly reduces tho
aft camber with reductions of the traillng-edg_ slopes for both the upper and lower sur-
faces. Also, She new shape produces steep increasing pressure gradients near the
trailing edge of the upper surface and ahead of the cusp on the lower surface (fig. 1).
Obviously, separation will occur if these gradients are made too severe. Further, it
is now well established that the position and strength of a shock wave above the upper
surface of any airfoil at supercritical speeds is strongly influenc_-d by the presence of
the boundary layer.
Because of _he strong effect of the boundary layer on the operation of the super-
critical airfoils, it is also important that such airfoils be develo_-_d at relatively high
Reynolds mm_bers or that full-sc-le boundary-layor con_i_ior.s be eimulnted in the wlnd
tunnel. Such a method of simulation has been us¢<l in th_ wind-tunnel test_ of e_ch of
the configurations to bo des erlb_l.
The technique Is illustrated'in fl_re 6 for a conventional airfoil. As shown by "_he
top eke*.ch, boundary-layer-_'_v-sition strips in wtnd-humel _ests are normally near
the airfoil leading edge. At the relattve_ low wind-runnel i_eynolcls numbers, a f:_irly
tl,Ack turbulent boundary layer develops which results in a forward shock location. In
flight, as indicated in the middle sketch, although boundary-layer .t1-=naition nnhu-aily
occurs well forward on the airfoil, the hi_her flight Reynolds numberr, result in a
thinner boundary layer and the shock wave is farther rearward. The bottom sketch
illustrates the technique used to simulate full-sc_ie conditions for wind-t-_uel t_ts
where supercritical flows are expected. In this ,.pproach, the t.-_ansition is somewhat
rearward and the wing ahead of the trip was kept very smooth _n order to maintain
laminar flow ahead of the trip. The actual trip location is based on a criterion designed
to provide, in the v.#nd tunnel, the same relative boundary-_ayer-displacement thickness
at the trailing edge as would e._st in full-scale flight. Earlier investigations with a
&-series airfoil (ref. 8) showed _mt, based upon this approach, similar shock-wzve
Locations and associated separation c-n be achieved.
For ccn_tione where laminar flow cannot be maintained sh_.n_d of this trip lc_tLon,
such _ when a shock or steep adverse prcsmtre is present in this forward re_lon, this
technique is net effective. In fa_t, it may be _etrimental. Th_ Lnmir_r fishy tony
sepnr_te at condit_on_ fo_ which th_ _ally tur]_ulent !low _t _ll-_cale Iley-uol_q- ut_c_bers
would not. Consequently, the bound_r_j-layo_" trtp is moved forvrard to the normal
forwarc_ Location for such conditions.
APPLICATION TO TIIREE-DISL_NSIONAL W!I4_
4
Explicit methods for designing threo-dimensiona! swept-wln_ confl_,_rntions,
!
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Tparticularly for the near-sonic flight speeds allowed by the supercritical airfoils, are
not as fully developed as those for two-dimensional configurations. However, some
rational qualitative approaches have been developed which will be discussed briefly.
For wings of reasonably high aspect ratio such as those of the configurations to be
described in this conference, the sections of the midsemispan and outboard regions
can be the same as those of the two-dlmensional airfoils. On the wing developed for
the F-3 flight demonstration and shown in figure 7 (ref. 9), such an agreement holds
even for sections on the outboard part of the nontr'¢pezoidal region of the wing. The
section near the wing-fuselage Juncture is substantially different in detail from the two-
dimensional section. However, even here some aft camber provided the me)st satisfac-
tory result3. A similar situation was found for the F-Ul supercrittcal wing panels.
The optimum shape of the inboard region must be arrived at experimentally for each
configuration. However, it should be recognized that this has also been true for con-
figurations with more conventtonoJ airfoils at Mach numbers near the drag _se.
Substantial wing twist is usually required for the best overall performance of super-
cri_cal swept wings, as for previous swept wings intended for high-speed flight. Ex-
periments at the Langley Research Center and in industry have indicated that for both
previous and supercritical sw_.pt wings a twist significantly greater than that which
theoretically provides an elliptical load distribution provides the best overall design.
Further, theory and experiment indicate that with an increase in the design Mach num-
ber toward 1. 0 the mzgnit-_de of the _ptimum twist increases. Thus the optimum twist
for supereritical wings designed for higher speeds is greater than for lower-speed
designs. This large amount of twist substantially reduces or eliminates the trim pen-
alW associatad with the greater ne_atlve pitching moment for the supercritical airfoil
for a swel_ba_k w_ng.
As for many previous swept _'lngs, the most effective operation o£ _wept super-
critical wings is achieved with a progressive increase in camber from inboard to
outboard sections.
The planform as shown in figure 7 is an important part of obtaining a high drag-
rise Mach number as well as a practical structure for a swept wing. The rearward
exte-_sion of the root section allows for the attachment of landing gear in a transport
application of such a wing. The glove extending forward is an attempt to provide the
same drag-rise Maoh number for the root sections as for th_ outboard regions of the
wing. Experiments and theory have indicated that at supercritical speeds the isobars
c,n any sweptback wing move rearward near the root sooner and more rapidly than out-
board, with a resulting premature drag rise for t],.ls region. The forward root exten-
sion turns the isobars forward for subcritical conditions, so that at supercritical design
conditions the sweeps of the isobars of the inboard region mere nearly match those of
the outboard region.
Also, as with conventional airfoils, the high-speed characteristics of a swept su.uer-
critical wing are improved by designing it so timt the primary forward shock wave has
more sweep than the wing elements.
Considerable interesthas been shown in applyingthe supercrlticalairfoilsto thin,
lower aspect ratiowing3 intended for supersonic _ight. No method for designing such
a configurationhas yet been developed.
.°
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The problem of incorporating a supercritlcal wing into a total airplane design for
near-sonic flight is extremely complex. Th.s area is being explored. One of the
approaches is discussed in paper 9.
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Z. SUS_IARY OF T-2C SUPERCRITICAL WING PROGRAM i
By WilLiam E. Palmer and Donald W. Elllott
North American Rockwell
• INTRODUCTION
If the supercrtU_l airfoil concept Is applied to subsonic transports and other long-
endurance airpLenes, wing thicLmess can be increased without causing a reduction In
(h'ag-<flve_ Math number that normally results when the thickness ratio of conven-
tional airfoils Is Lncre_ed. The benefits to be realized from an lnere_se in wln_. thick-
noes am: (1) improved struclnra[ efflcien(.7 (end attendant ret4uced weigh:), and (2)
i_¢re_ed internal wlnE volume. If a wing of IT-percent thic:mesa c.'m be d_sfgned to
have tl_ crulse efficiency of a L_-percent-thlck _lng with a conventional airfoil, the
internal wing vohtme is fncrmLsed npprc_n_tely 40 percent m_d the amctmt of the wing
vol ,umc "..hatcan b_ devoted to fuel t,,_y be increased on the ord=r of 50 percznt cr more.
For V/S'I_)L a/retail, the added volume may al_o be u_eful for dueting.
Several sL'perert_cal atr_olls were desi,,_od anmlytlcally and tested In the -_nd
tunnel tc d_t_-rrnino tSe !ncre.a._e in fieriness that m!ght he _ch:cved rcl:ttve to N,_.CA
6-eerte_ _.rf_s v_t_h_t de_wadin_ performance at l.=gh subsonic speeds. Wings with
thickn_s ratios of 12 percent to t5 percent were desired to ol_ra_ under supercrtt-
Ic_l flow condlt/on._ and tested in the l¢orth American Rockwell T-foot Trlsonic Wind
T_mnel on a semt_paa model with a hlgh-aspect-ratlo, [ow-swe_p planform. A con-
ventloa_.l NACA 6",A-412 airfoil was tested w_.th the _:me planform for lmZ_oses _f
comparison. The camber of all the wings was -pproximately the same. Based upon the
results oI U_se tests, a s'milar wing lncorporaLtr_ a supercritical airfoil of 17-T_rcent
thickness was d_si_c_d and tested on the same semi,_pan model. The test results
showed that the d='ag-(hvergence Mach number of the thicker wing was at least as great
at moderate and h_h lift coefficients as that cf the conventional wtn_ and that the lift
coefficient at the onset of troffer was si_flflc_.,ntly hi_her through a wide range of Math
numbers. At low spell, the stall a.-_le of attack wa_ increased considerably, with _n
atter_ant increase in the maximum I!R coefficient.
The d_velopw.ev{ of the al_..oil was aided by conralt_tlon wi_.h ._iebard T. %_."Mtcomb
of tho Langley Research Cen_er mid study of his te:_ results oa thinner -irfoi Is w'.th
reg'_,-d to _e to!er_le bluntness of the leading e_e -_d the U_i_ cf pressure _T_c_.t
and presa_u'e rise Imposed by [low aeparntion.
Fl_-,ure I shows _be dra_-,_ver.._ce Math nm_._cr o.b_tr_d ia the tes_ o," _he
17-p_-cent-th_ck airfoil nnd the N,_.CAC_.A-;!2 airfoil _ a given lh2 c_effici_.n_. Also
shown are daia for a nmnL, e.r of other Rirfollst_.six--d by NA_,, NACA, ar_. Ncr_rc;_.
Unes _ thro .ua3ht.he points are beLiew.-J t.o _.r_iic_te approx,, ma_!y the amoun _. cf
• Title, Uncta_ifled.
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/increase in either drag-divergence Mach number or thickness ratio that can be obtained
relative to conventional airfoils with airfoils designed to operate under supercritical
conditions.
To determine whether gains obtained in the wind tunnel could also be achieved in
fight, a T-2C Navy/North American Rockwell jet trainer aircraft was modificxi to have
the 17-percent-thick-airfoil shape. The characteristics of the modified airplane were
compared with those of a standard T-2C, which has a NACA 64A-212 airfoil. This air-
plaue was considered well suited to the study because (I) the wing, having low sweep,
would have negli_ble spanwise flow and hence approximate the two-dimensional con-
ditions for which the analytical derivation was made and (2) the wing _[one could be
changed with no other aircraft modification whi ,tin might affect the results.
An 0. 09-scale model of the T-2C was also built with the 17-percent-thick airfoil and
tested in the Langley 8-foot transorde pressure tunnel for comparison with the flight
d_ta, Grit was placed near the 35-percent, chord of the model wing to simulate the flight
boundary-layer thickness at the traiUag edge.
This paper briefly presents the results of this investl=_ation, which was sponsored
Jointly by NASA and the Naval Air Systems Command. The study is discussed in more
detail in referenc_ 1.
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TEST CONFIGURATION
The T-2C airplane is a twin-Jet confl&-Jration Wlth a midwlng of aspect ratio S and
zero sweep of the 40-percent-chord line. Figure 2 is a photograph of the standard
T-2C and the modified airplane. The Up tanks were retained in the test version. The
landing gear retract into the wir_, which necesait=ted moving the gear-doer hinges
out to the new mold line.
For the modification, the basic T-2 wing wa9 replaced by another T-2 wing tha_ .
was covered from the f_aelago Juncture to the tip tanks with balsa wood coated with a
thin layer of fiber gl=se. No other e,%an_s were made to the alrpiane: even the enldnes
were unchanged to preclude any differences in thrust. The shapes of the NACA 64},-212
a/rfoil of the b,_sic T-2C airplane m_d the thicker aul_rcr'.tical airfoil are sho_m in
figure 3. As shown, the I_CA 64A-212 airfoil _nd._ outside the contour of the
thicker section in the lower aft region. By drooph-_g the flac_ and ailerons a_pre:'.lma_ely
8" _nd decreasing the relative eagle of incidence of _e basic airfoil, the desired air-
foil shzpe was achieved without altertn._ the basic wing structure. Flexure 4 show_ that
the wing incidence was apprc_mately 0, 75" greater ;,t _t._e mean aerodynamic ch_rd for
the supercrttical wing than for the basic T-2C wing. Some reduc_cn in .'v,'i_" was =!-o
desired in order to achieve mot8 nearly two-dlmen=!onnl r_ul_.s at the design co_t_/cn.
The flaps were en_!re!y encapsulated and were ino.ovr_ive. It w_,_ necessary that
the aileror._ b_. ope.,_'_le to pro_._ lateral coutrel for _v _,Ircrefl. Aileron hinge
moment balance wus m_in+_'_ined by _.u inb_rr.a!_eal and paddle, _d the (iifference in
mass baJanclz:g was compe_ated for by c_a_ng _e coun_erbaIancing wei_ts.
Figure 5 shows a ,,'e_r_,se_ive cross section of th_ buildup. Thin laye,-w of foam
rubber-were bonded to the wing surface and were u_ed as expansion joints at 0. 6-L_c_r
14
(2-foot) intervals. This permit'_d the wing to fle_ and reduced the effects of the added
m_.terial on the structural load dlst_-'Ib_tlona. Complete reanalysis of the airframe.
structure was therefore unneceasa.'7.
To control the new coutour to ciose tolerances, the wings were removed from the
airplane and placed in a simple jig, The Jig is illustrated in figure 6, It consisted of
a reference plane, a mounting bracket which held the wings in a known posiUon relative
to the plane, and a series of female templates of the desired shape which could be
positioned precisely relative to the reference plane. Arts)" positioning the templates
about the wing in the dcslred positions, male templates, bonded to the wing surface at
0, 6-meter (2-foot) intervals, were cut 0. 038 centimeter (0. 015 inch) smaller than the
female templates (the thickness of _e fiber glass coating). The female templates were
then removed, and the balsa filler "was added to build up the contour on the wing to the
level of the templates. Straight-line elements were used between template stations.
A photo_'a_h of the p_,-ttatly completed lower surface of the wing is shown in figure 7.
The thickness of the balsa varied over the surface from 0 to as much as 15 centimeters
(6 inches). Thlc mea_ of mo0.1fy/r_ the wing contour was generally satisfactory but
did r_sui: in _urface waviness of _ much as 0. l$-c_-nUmeter (0.060-inch) deviation
from _ mold line. This deviation did not appear to affect wing performance, partic-
ui_,rly not on the u.-_r surface.
TEST CONDITIONS
The flight teat conditior_s for the bazic wing evaluation are shown in figure 8. Pres-
sure dls_._'ib_thm_ and u_a_ic L'._, drag, and p:tehin_-rr, oment characteristics were
de,.ermined for exch condign.on dt_'/ng st_lUzed, constant-g turn3. Normal-load factors
up to buffet o_et or 4.5g were cbmined.
In subsequent tests, the h_udlinl; qualities were lnvesti._uted briefly. Maneuvers
perforrn._d included steady sideslip, variou._ banks and turns, aileron input8 after buffet
on_et, -_.nd _dder kicks. These tests indicated that the handling charsctertstic_ were
similar _o tho_e of the basic T-2C airplane, including stailln_ character_s_/c_, and that
lateral _-_ntrol a_cr stall was
INSTRUMENTATION
A p_n view of _ nlrpl--ne in _hc-:m in fl_-are 9 to illustrate the 96 wir_-sur_ce
static-pre_zure _-'_ and four accelerometers. The accelerometers were ,_._d _or
de.*_.-_efln__u_ r.t the o_nter of gravity _nd near the win_'/r_. Additional ind_c_cn of
buffetwn_ c.bmined from _tr'A/n gagem installed on the horizontal tail A pr_mu,"e rnke
wn_ ix,._t_ll_i _t the win_._CrolHn_ e_,_ near the 40-percen_ _e.,n_s_n _o d_:ermina the
airfoil._ection dra_ T'at_ r'_ me._surcd th_ total-and sta_c-presaure di_t_.bution_
the 5-_.-'cent e_,rd b_.ck of the wtn_ traitin_ edge. SuffiCe= in_;rumen'._tiou w_
utiliz,;_ _o c:o_In, in a_i_on to the _ll_ht colleens, the lift, thr_t, lon_t'._.In_[ and
normal ac_:;er_t!ons, control-surface po_on_, and aileron ]'dng_ moments a_ well
as e-n_le of :;L',.ck and angle of sideslip. En_r_ thrust was determined from k_,own
static fl_r'u_-.-_tnnd c_llbratlons and measured inlet and nozzle pressures and temper'a-
Cures. Drag was _hen calculated frem a balance of forces.
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TEST RESULTS
The flight test results of the modified airplane were compared with wind-tunnel data
for the 0. 09-scale model of the modified airplane and with the characteristics of the
basic T-2C airplan_. Flg'.:re 10 shows representative lift curves of the moGifled air-
plane and the model No consistent difference due to Reynolds number wa$ apparent
within the band of scatter of the flight data. Correlation between the lift-curve slopes
of the flight and wind-tunnel data is good.
A represevt_ve comparison of the drag polars from wind-tunnel and flight tests on
the modified airplane is presented in figure 11 for a Mach number of 0. 70. At lift
coefficients greater than approximately 0. 4, the drag was generally less in the flight
data than in tim wind-tunnel data. At this condition, chordwi,_ _- T,ce,_sure distributions
at the trzllfng edge alao showed generally better recovery in ,-light. At low lift, how-
ever, there is a large in_rease in drag in the flight data that was apparently affected by
Reynolds number, sug_elfln_ flow separation on the lower surface. A similar condRion
also occurred at a Math number of 0. 73, as shown in figure 12. The solid line in
figures 11 and 12 represents the drag polar that it is assumed would occur at a Iteynolds
number of 20 million 1! the added drag were not present. Figure 13 is a photograph
_howhlg the ,,_ttern of wool tufts on the wing lower surface at a Mach number of 0. 73,
a lift c_f_clent of apprurJ_ately 0.25, and a Reynolds number of 20 million. Flow
sepexaUon is clearly indicated on the inboard half of the span. A separate dlstuz_ance
can be seen r_ear tl_ 50-percent span, which is the outer edge of the landing-gear door.
In contrn_t, the win_ flow is smooth farther outboard, even behind the aileron hinge,
indlca_n_ tha_ the di=tux_olnce of the flow is not inherent in _hi a!rfoiL
The _lsturbance a_d added drag on the airplane is attT_butedto a combination of
factors: (1) adverse wing-fuselage interference, (2) engine compa_ment vents exiting
in that region, (3) surface rm_huess and earlier boundary-layer transition on the air-
plane, and (4) landing-gear doors which pro:ruded outside the airfoil contour mold lin__
as much aa 0. 32 cen_meter (0. 125 inch) as a result of pressures induced in flight.
_bnequent flights at a Mach number of 0. 70, a lift coefficient of 0. 15, and a
Reynolde number of 20 million with the gear doors carefully matched _o the airfoil
showed a reduction in drag coefficient of appro._tmately 10 counts (ACD = 0. 0010). A
small nd_fltional drag reduction was obtained by installing a single vortex generator
10 centimeters (4 inches) from the wing-fuselage Juncture at the 20-pereent chord. This
vortex generator, which had a square planform 7. 1 centimetera (2.8 inches) on a _lde
and w_ canted with Its trailing edge 15" away from '.he fuselage, had been selected
from sev_m_l that were tested on the model in the Langley 8-ioot wind tunnel, where it
reduced dr_g by approximately 10 count8 over a wide rr=nge of fIR coef_Ict_n_ _d
Maeh number_.
Oil-flow pictures of the model showed a region of flow sv_rat_on next to the fuselaga
that wa_ much smaller than that existing in flight. Figure 14 _hows a comparison of
the c_rdwtse pressure distributions on the air_lwne and t_e mc_et at t_o sp_n statlor_.
The pre_eure recovery on the lower surfnce is better on the model at the tn_oard ata-
lion an_ better on the airplane at the out_oard station, which !_ apprv'_imat_ly at t___
center of the aileron span. Recovery ca the upper surface at the traLl_ng eddy is better
on the airplane at bc_ stations.
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Since fuselage interfermzce or protruding gear doors do not produce flow depare.tion
on _.e b_tc T-2C wing, greater _ must be taken with the supercritical airfoil than
with a conventional airfoil to avoid extraneotm flow interference where pressure gradi-
ents on the _ are steepest.
Values taken _om the dra_ polara at constant lift coefficients of 0.4, 0. 5, and 0. 6
are plotted agnin_t Math number in figure 15. ALso shown _.t-e the comparable value_
for the basic T-2C airp',nne. Mn_dmum lift-drag ratio occurs at a Lift co3fflcient of 0. 5.
The drag increases with Mnch number and reaches a plateau for the modified airplane
when local _ock _aves occur on the wing. In this speed range the modified airplane
has a drag penalty of approximately 15 count_. Near the drag-divergence Mach number,
however, the leve_s of d,,-_.g for the basic and modified airplanes are ap_matzly
equal
A drag plateau al_o appears in figure 16 for the airfoil section drag for constant
values of normal-force coefficient near the 40-peroent-span station. The trend of the
drag is similar for the v_md-tunnel and flight data, although the drag levels are lower
at full scale, as expected. Comlmriscn of figures 15 and 16 shows thnt the drag-rise
Mach nurn_er for the wing section is in good agreement with that for the airplane.
Figure 17 shows a comparison of the drag-dlvergence Mach numbe_ (defined when
aC D
D"_ = 0.I) for th_ basic T-2C _trplane and _he modlfled airplane _t liftcoefficients
from 0 to 0. 6. The velua_ shown for the modifl._d T-'2 airplzn¢ at H_ coefflcienLs less
than 0. ,_ corresFcnd _o the aer. "-tuneddr_ polar with no iower-_ur_'Gce flow sep_r'-'t/o_
The decrement for the modified wing at low tilt is due to the higher ,lesign camber and
the fact thn +. the lower s_cface of _ uemg e_1_sriences supercrltlcnl _low. Maneuvering
with _ wing at low llft coefficients may be penalized at the higher M_ch numbers.
By proper use of flaps to c.haugo the effective camber, this effect might be corrected.
Further analyses and tests are required in this off-design flight condition.
Pitching-moment characteristics are compared in figure 18. Without the horizontal
tail, the nose-down mcmcnt for the modified (superc_flcal) airplane is much larger than
that of the basic T-2C airplane. W_th the t_!! on and at zero elevator deflection, how-
ever, the difference is more than offset by increa_cd downwash r.t the tail. The pitc._lng
moments In flight at zero elevator deflection were obtained by ad,'ustlng ,*or the n:e_sured
elevator deflection at trim for each airplane'_.nd the prevto-,-'s|y detvrm:nede[evator
effectiveness of the basic T-2C airplane. Values with the tall off were, of course,
obtained in the wind tunnel. The downwzsh was computed .','ore wind-tunnel data at
different horizontal-stabilizer deflections. Wind-turn, el and flight date _or the _odtfied
airplane are in clo_e agreemect,
One benefit of the mc_,ifled airfoil is an increase in the lift coefficient for buffet
onset, as shown in flgur_ 19. The inc_a_o in buff_t-onnet Lift coefficient is ao much
as 45 percent at tf, e low _ch u_v-.ber_ and _crenees wifl_ increase _ Mach number
unit! dr_g rise, at wbdch point the li_ coefficient for bu.ffv_ onset for the two airlines
is approximately the name. Also shown in tan fig,are io a curve repre_cnting th: buCket-
or.set boundary of the b_elc T-2C s!rpl_.no with stall strtl_ ramoved. (S_all strips are
2. 5-cen_._.._-t_.r _,!-inch) spoilers 2_. _ centimeters (10 inches) wida positio_:ed at the
leading edge at about th_ 20-perccnt span. The ,_trips xre c,n the basic production T-2C
airplane to give stall warning. ) T__e curve for tl_e alrpla_._, without _11 st_ps _ve_ a
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!more valid comparison for the supercritical wing, which also was without stall strips.
The symbols in figure 19 correspond to the differentindices thatwere used to
determine the onset of buffet. The pilotwas asked to note the point at which he esti-
mated the amplitude of oscillationto be _.0.I g. Because he was near the center of
gravity, there was a close correlationof his opinion with the amplitude measured at
the center of gravity. Accelerometers justinboard of the wingtip tanks were under-
standably much more sensitivethan either of the indices near the center of gravity.
For thisairplane itwas determined thatan amplitude of 0.5g near the wingtip corre-
sponded well with an amplitude of 0.I g at the center of gravity. Straingages arranged
on the horizontaltailto read bending moment and elevator hinge moments were sensi-
tiveindicatorsofbuffetonset but showed onset at essentiallythe same values of lift
coefficientand are therefore not presented.
The lift curves at low speeds representative of the landing condition for the modified
and basic airplane are shown in figure 20. The increase in maximum lift coefficient
for the modified aircraft is du6 to both an increase in the effective camber of the air-
foil and an increase in the stall angle of attack from 18" for the basic T-2C airplane tC
21" for the modified airplane. At this higher angle of attack, the maximum lift coeffi-
cient of the modified wing without high-lift devices slightly exceeds _at of the basic
wing with trailing-edge flap despite the greater down load on the horizontal tail required
for trim. With stall strips, the angle of stall of the basic airplane is reduced approxi-
mately I" either with or without flaps.
Chord.wise pressure distributionsfrom flightand wind-tunnel testsare compared
in figures 21 and 22 for subcrtticaland supercrittcalflow conditions,respectively.
These data are foL"the 40-percent-wing-span sta_.ion.Agreement between wind-tumlel
(ata IRe.vnoldsnumber of 3.8 milllon}and fiigb.tdata is generally good, and the effects
of change in flightReynolds number from 10 millionto 2n million did not cause signifi-
cant change in the pressure distributioneven at the shock. These data do not indicate
the shiftin shock-wave positionwith increase in Reynolds number thatis characteristic
of most transonicdata obtained on standard airfoils.
In subsequent flight tests, the general handling qualities of the modified airplane
were cbrnpared with those of the basi_" T-2C airplane. This evaluation, which is
described in detail in reference 2, showed that the frequencies and damping of short-
period and Dutch roll modes of motion were similar to those of the basic T-2C airplane
and that the stall characteo-lstics were also similar. Stall was abrupt and characteris-
tic of leading-edge stall, but the w_g showed little tendency to drop off and the post-
stall aileron control was good.
The study on the supercritlcalT-2 wing was recently extended to include determina-
tionof the boundary-layer characteristicsthrough the shock wave and for some distance
downstream. Total-pressure dlstributibnswere measured with the traversing probe
shown mounted on the wing in figure23. This probe, which was made availableby the
Boeing Company, l_d an arm which rotated about the body _.xisto achieve trartslations
approximately normal to the wing surface. A static-pressure probe wad attached to
the probe head, but itwas determined thatitsminimum height(7.6 centimeters
(3 inches) from the 3urface) was too great for itto be used for static-pressure meas-
tu'-.mentsthcough the boundary layer. Itwas determined in reference 3, however,
thatstntlcpressure remains cssentiallyconstant through the boundary layer. Surface
staticl_ressurewas thereforetreedto determine the velocitiesin the boundary layer.
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These measurements were made at a free-stream Mach number o[ approximately 0. 74
and at angles of attack which produced peak local Mach numbers of I. 15 to L 40 just
upstream of the shock, 1_I1. At greater shock strengths, the flow remained separated
dowvstream of the shock, and the resulting buffet prevented accurute measurements.
Figure 24 shows the chordwise surface pressure distribution for a representative
case in which the shock Math number was 1. 37, the Reynolds number was 20 million
based on the wing chord, and the shock was located near the 50-percent chord. Veloc-
ity distributions through the boundary layer for this case are sho_ Ir figure 25 for
several positions relative to the shock wave. There is a separation bubble Indicated by
profile D at the 7-percent chord downstream of the shock, followed by reattachment
and a region of strong profile distortion as far as the 17-percent chord downstream.
It is interesting that the profile at the shock is only slightly altered by the shock, and
at 1 percent farther downstream the separation bubble has not yet formed. This trend
agrees with the results in reference 3 for a fiat plate.
Figure 26 presents the variation of shape parameter, H, and G/_ u with position
relative to the shock location. Also shown are the comparable values from reference 3
for tests on a fiat plate. The agreement in levels and curve shapes is considered good
and is attributed to the fact that the pressure distribution of the airfo',l, like that of the
fiat plate, has essentially neutral gradients both upstream and downstream of the shock.
This feature is perhaps the chief reason that the supercrttical air£oils are able to with-
stand stronger shocks without sustained separation than conventional air_'oils. As a
general rule, it is suggested that the start of tl_e theoretical adverse pressure gradient
be essentially zero to a distance at least 206 u downstream of the shock position.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The 17-percent-thick supercritical airfoil is considered to be generally ,atisfaetory
for use on a production aircraft. High-lift characteristics are good. Handling qualities
and stall are similar to those of the NACA C_,.A-212 airfoil at flight conditions below
drag rise, ailerons are effective even at llR coefficients greater than tha'. for buffet
onset, and the drag level at the design condition is equal to that of the 12-percent-thick
conventionm airfoil. However, it has objectionable qualities in that (l) it is more
sensitive than conventional airfoils to the effects of protuberances and adverse fuselage
flow interference near the steep adverse pressure gradients that are designed into the
airfoil, (2) the rise in level of drag when the shock appears on the wing causes a drag
penalty that is not overcome until the Mach number increases t.o approximately that for
drag rise, where conditions may be uncomfortably close _.o s,_ock-induced stall, '3)
the greater nose-down pitching moment creates added horizontal-tail loads for trim
and hence may cause somewhat greater structural weight of the tail for unswept coru_ig-
urations as for the T-2C airplane, and (4) for a tactical aircraft, maneuverability at
negative lift coefficients may be restricted at high speed. In this case, ho-_ever,
analysis indicates that maneuvering flaps might be very effective.
The flight characteristics were generally well predicted by the wind-tunnel chL_,
includivg shock strength and shock position, when the relati,_e boun -dary-l_yer thicknesses
were approximately equal. It is believed, however, that better repl:esentation of the
lower-surface flew disturbance might have been obtained if the roughness lind been
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applied far_her forward on the model wing so that the boundary layer would have matched
that for full scale at the location where separation was likely to occur rather than at the
wing trailing edge.
The results of boundary-layer measurements are in good agreement with results
obtained in s wind tunnel on a fiat plate with zero pressure gradient when differences
in upetream belinda.-y-layer thiclmess are considered. This agreement indicates that
the effects of surface curvature are small cotupared with the other parameters
affec 'tLng shock-induced flow separation. It also indicates that the growth in momentum
thickness relative to the initial boundary-layer thickness and the velocity shape param-
eter can be predicted from low Reynolds number data when the differences in boundary-
layer thickness are considered.
The buildup of balsa wood covered with fiber glass proved to be s g-.nerally saris-
_ctory way of achieving the wing contcur chang_ at minimum cos:. However, surface
waviness n-as a problem in workJ_g such a large area with balsa. Performance of the
wing did not appear to be appreciably degraded by this waviness, particularly on the
upper _rf_ce.
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Variation of Lift with Angle of Attack
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CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT
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The initial model configuration, shown in figure 2, was designed with the wing
geometry Intended to represent that of an advanced transport designed for near-sonic
cruise flight. The configuration has supercritical airfoil sections and the forward wing
glove mentioned in paper 1. A number of constraints were involved with the wing
sizing, primarily the trade-ells between keeping takeoff and landing speeds from
becoming too high and achieving the level-flight design cruise point at or below an alti-
tude of 15,240 meters (50,000 feet). In addition, an attempt was made to keep the
ratio of wing span to fuselage width representative of transport aircraft. The wing
longitudinal location was selected on the basis of early two-dimensional pitching-
moment results.
During development of the F-8 configuration, extensive investigations were con-
dueled in the Langley facilities which were associated not only with what has been
called "tuning' or small contour changes but also with the inputs required for structural
design and slm_ator and safa_y of flight studies. Other configuration changes were
required as the design pro_re=sed. An example would be the addition of aileron hinge
fairings to the !ower surface of the wing when the structural design dictated a hinge
point below the wing lower-surface line.
The extent of some of these configuration changes is indic._ted by comparing fi,_ure 3,
a photograph of the final model configuration tested, with fl=_ure 2, a photogr--,ph of the
initial eonfl_ratton. The final model also included a sin tlat_cn of the major pro_,_er-
ances on the full-scale airplane. The different photo angles make direct comparison
difficult. However, the main changes included an increase in wing incidence from
0* to 1. 5* to r_luee takeoff and landing speeds, the additton of a vortex generator to
the leading edge of the wing lower surface to improve Fitch characteristics at moderate
Ufl coefficients, modification of the inboard trailing-edge shape, and addition of a rear
upper-surface fuselage fairing. This fuselage modification and other changes are
discussed in greater detail later.
Figure 4 presents some of the geometric characte_sttcs of the RLll-scale eonflgn-
raflon. The wing has an area of slightly less than 26 square meters (275 square feet),
an aspect ratio of about 6. 8, and a sweep of the quarter-chord line of 42.24 ". The
wing sweep was selected on the basis of the two-dimensional results and a consideration
of local induced flowofle[d effects near the speed of sound to provide a drag-rise Mach
number of approximately I. 0 for the wing. It was believed that this drag -rise Mach
number could be obtained for an optimized total configuration, or one which had beth
supercrltical sections and area ruling and an equlvalent-body fineness ratio somewhat
higher than that of the F-8 configuration.
Figure 5 shows the spanwise variation of thickness and twist distributlcn3 for the
model wing. Streamwise thickness-to-chord ratios vary from about 11 percent Rt the
wing-4:z)dy juncture to 9 percent at the mean oo_ometric chord location, and about
7 percent at the tip. These thickness ratios are based on the local streamwise chor_s
which become large in_x)ard because of t_:, glove. The clashed curve indicates thickness
ratios which would be obtained by using _.s a reference the chords formed by str=|ght-
Une extensions of the outboard leading and trailing edges to these inboard locztions.
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In the right-hand plot of figure 5 the model wing twist distribution is shown for the
test condition corresponding to the 1-g cruise design condition. The overall twist, or
washout, from root to tip is about 7 °, which is significant. It would be well at this
point to consider a contract requirement which specified th_.t the model wing twist had
to be matched in flight under the 1-g cruise condition, This requirement was included
in the contrzct so that the best correlation between wind tunnel and flight could be
achieved. In other words, the intent was to remove a major variable in the comparison
of wind-tunnel and flight results for the wing at the cruise point. As far as it was
possible to determine in the wind-tunnel testa, supercritlcal wing performance on the
F-8 airplane is not unduly sensitive to moderate variations in twist, except that in-
creased twist does delay pitchup, as would be expected. (See, for example, refer-
ence 1. )
Some fl_cher discussion concerning the addition of the rear-fuselage upper-surface
fairing is necessary. Figure 6 shows the area distribution for the F-8 airplane, with
the components identified. In the early wind-tunnel tests, what was considered to be
an e_cessive, premature c_g rise was experienced. Tests of the configuration with
the horizontal tails removed indicated that this drag rise was related to the abrupt
corner in the area distribution associated with the buildup of the horizontal- and
vertical-tall-surface area, Addition of the rear upper fairing served the dual purpose
of smoothing the abrupt cotter in the area diagram caused by the area buildup and of
covering the wing rear atrmclunent fittings which are apFror_mately in line with the
wing-root trailing edge. It sl:ould be emphasized that the rear-fuselage fntnng does
not resell in either a "coke-bottle" fuselage shape or an ideal area distr_,bution, but,
rather, provides a fuselage ares progression actually closer to that which would exist
on a transport eonflL'uration will" a cylindrical foselaa_e . In effect, it modifies the test-
bed F-8 airplane to provide an environment which allows t_:.wing to perform without
a significant penalty duo to the test-bed vehicle itself.
WIND-TUI_%ZE L INVESTIGATIONS
]_ny of the papers that follow present comparisons of wlnd-tunnel and fli6ht results:
therefore, the remainder of thi._paper will illustrate only a few basic characteristics
aml some selected wind-tunnel results associ_.ted with the configuration development.
Itsho,,Idbe noted that in most of the wind-tunnel tests t::_new method of transition trip
application described in reference 2 was used. It was found in the wind-tunnel tests,
however, that the flow over the wing glove could not be kept laminar, so transition
s_rips over that region were moved forward. At the lower Mach numbers itwas also
necessary to move the trip forward on the up_r surface of the outer wing panel in "
order to eliminate a laminar scperation bubble which developed rearward of the leading
edge.
As noted earlier, vortex generators were added _.o the lower surface of the wing
to alleviate an unstable pitch break which occurred at moderate lift coefficients.
FI&,ure 7 shows the effect of the vortex generators on pitching-moment characteristics
at Mach numbers of 0.25 and 0. 99. A single vor_ex generator, shown in th_ sketch at
the top of the figure, was mounted at the 60-percent-semisp_n station on each panel and
was swept forward about 42 ° with respect to the ve,'Tlcal. The streamwise airfoil
section was a 10-percent-thick CLark Y with the flat lower surface facing inboard. The
figure shows pitching-moment coefficient plotted aguinst lift coeffic_.nt for Mzch numbers
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of 0. 25 and 0. 99. Fairly sizable effects of the vortex generators are shown for both
Mach numbers. These results are for the configuration with the horizontal tail
Limited tests were also made with the tail off, and part of the effect noted is associated
with changes in the flow field over the tall. Significant changes in the flow over the
wing may be noted in figure 8 which shows comparison photo_'raphs of the upper-surface
boundary-layer flow at a Mach number of 0. 95 and a lift coefficient of appro_mately
0. 93. These boundary-layer-flow photogr_l_hS were obtained by using the technique
described in reference 3. In these photographs, us indicated by the small sketch in the
upper right corner, the airflow direction is downward and the view is of the upper sur-
face of the left-wing panel The midsemispan region of the panel is shown, with the
glove Just outside the photo to the upper right and the left wingtip Just beyond the lower
left corner of the photo. The photograph for the configuration with the vortex generater
off shows the spanwtse boundary-layer flow to be extensive at this condition with sepa,-a-
tion indicated over the outer wing panel. The right-hand photograph shows that the
vortex generator provides a barrier to the spanwise flow, resulting in better charac-
teristicn over the outer panel and the improvement in pitch characteristics noted in
figure 7. The penalty associated with adding the vortex generators was about 5 drag
counts at cruise Uft coefficients; huwever, significant drag reductions occurred at the
higher lift coefficients because of the re_ced outboard separation. Later result_ o have
indicat_d that the penalty at cruise may be reduced somewhat by toeing-in tho genera-
tot's. The effect of these vor_.ex generators is similar to the eHect of a leading-edge
extension such a._ that on the ori_nal F-8 wing. The penalty at cruise lift coefficients,
_.owever, appears to be slgnifican_.ly less for this vo_e._ generator configuration.
Figures 9 and 10 present some basic results which have been obtained in the wind
tunnel for the final configuration with the vortex generators. Stre_tmwise pressure
distributions _:_ shown at several spanwlse locations for the design cruise point, which
is at a Mach numL, er of 0.99 and a llftcoefficient of approxim,_tely 0.40. Results
similar to these are compared wlth flight rcsults in paper 6, but some general obser-
vations can be made with regard to these figures.
Over the two outboard statlon_, the pressure distributions are similar in appearance
to those obtained in two-dlmensional tests of the supercrltical alrfoii, and the presence
of a shock wave is indicated at about the 70-r,_rcent-chord station. The pressure dis-
tribution for the 80-percent-semlsl_an s_ntion, for example, is close to that sE _wn in
paper 1 in the description of the two-dimenslon_l supercrlUcnl airfoil. At stations
farther inboard the pressure distributions begin to resemble those cbtalned at lower
relative Mach numbers in the two- dimensional tests, and the presence o_ a significant
shock wave is not apparent. The forward loading of the glove sect-ions i _nbcard is
apparent, however. Figure 11 is an oil-flow photograph for this same condition. Rela-
tively clean boundary-layer flow may be noted over most of the upper surface. Also
noticeable is the outboard w_ve at about the 70-percent-semisp_n station and a sl:ght
amount of trailing-edge separation which appears to be revt_cted to about the iast few
percent of the chord.
Figure 12 i= a summary cf the drag ch_racte._tlcs for *,_,e final model configuration.
Drag coefficient is piotzed against M=ch number for Lift coeLqcten_ from 0. 2 to 0. 6;
the design cruise fir coeH:c!ent of 0.4 is shown as a solid line. These results are for
a horizo,'tal-tail angle of -2.5", which was the tail angle selected during the wind-
tunnel tests for trim at _he cruise potvt with a censer-of-gravity location at ai_out
35 percent of the mean geomet_c chord. The vertical dashed curve connects the points
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on each curve at the Mach number at which the change in dra_ coefficient with Mach
number is O. I; this point has been used to define the drag-dh°ergenee Maeh number.
For the cruise Lift coefficient, the drag--divergence Mach number is about 0. 97 and, as
will be shown later, this drag rise is associated with _e total cvnflguration and its
develop!ng shock-wave system. An interesting point in this figure is that drag-
divergence Mach number does not vary slguiflc;mtly with lift coefficient; the value for a
lift coefficient of 0. G is about 0.95. It iv also of interest that the highest drag-rise
Mach number is obtained at a lift coefficient of 0.4, the lift coefficient for which the wing
was "tuned. " These results are, of course, for a fixed horizontal-tail angle, and the
possibility exists that trimmed drag curves would show somewhat greater variations
with lift coefficient than thos_ indicated, depending upon a selected center-of-gravity
location.
On the surface these results for the complete configuration appear to be in conflict
with earlier pressure _stribution and oil-flow results which indicated good wing per-
formance nt _ Mach number of 0. 99. It should be recalled that the wing design was
aimed at oFtimum performance near a Mach number of 1. 0 for a configuration having
an equivalent-body fineness ratio higher than that of the F-8 airplane.
Becat_e the performance of the wing was of prime importance, an effort was made
in the wind ttmne! to d_ermine the dre.g rise for the wing by testing the F-8 fuselage
with the _.ng replaced b,? an equivalent body having the same area progression as the
wing. As tndicsted by the equation m figure 13, results for this equivalent-body con-
_,_urat_cn were t_:_n sttbtrac_¢<l from corresponding results foe the complete wing-body
com_ln;_tton, r_d the difference, which is the drag associated with the wing, was plotted
for several lift cceffic!en_s _s :_ func_.ton of Mach number. Thf dr,_g shown represents
the frLction, induced. _ve, and scpax_tion drag for the wing and indicates efficient
wing perfo,-m_nce up _o sonic speeds _t the cruise lift coefficient of 0.4. It is hop_-d
that this result will be verified in /ull-scale flight wing rake tests, which are planned
for the near future.
CONCLUDING REMAR.KS
This paper has attempted to indicate some of the considerations involved in deter-
mining the present F-8 supercrttical wing configuration. The evolution of the configu-
ration has been the result of extensive wind-tunnel investigations: however, it may well
be that the final evolution may extend over a relatively long time as more is learned
from both wind-tunnel and flight tests.
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w',mg ,,pan, m (ft)
drag coefficient
lift coefficient
pitching-moment coefficient
pressure coefficient
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_fach number
wing area, m2 (ft 2)
airfoil thickness-to-chord ratio
weight, kg (Ib)
ehordwlse distance rearward of leading edge, m (fl)
spanwise distance, measured from pla_e of symmetry, m (fl)
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4. STATUS OF THE F-8 SUPERCRITICAL WING PROGRAM*
By WilLiam H. Andrews
Flight Research Center
INTRODUCTION
The decision to proceed with a fill-scale flight test evaluation of a sweptwtng ver-
s/on of the supercritlcal wine concept led to the selection of a TF-SA airplane u a
test bed. As men_oned in paper 3, an initial assessment revealed thnt the basic air-
plane wing could be replaced readily with one incorporatinz supercrtflcal wine airfoil
sections and a scaled trznsport planform. Further, the projected operational require-
ments d/crated _stinE in the transonic speed rangl where propulsion system perform-
anee is usually llmt_ in this reEard the TF-SA performance potenUal appeared equal
lethe task.
The first of several pro'Lrnm milestones lesdi_ to r.he initial flight occurred in May
1969 w,l_n the test-bed airplnne was obt_dned from the U. S, Navy. From May to
Sept©t_cr the detni!a of the _trplane modifications were defined. In Q_eptember 1969
contrae*_q were awarded to l_rth Amertc=n Rockwell and LinE-Temco-Vought to suI:port
the a/r_ue mod_.fic_'lon snu wing manuf_cturin_ Shnulator etudtes lndicat_l thnt
IonG-ltud_l stabtttty augmentation as welt as other minor modtflca:toms to the lateral
and _rect/onal conLrol systems would be re_ed. Sperry Rand wns awarded a con-
tract :o mnnu_acture the lc_gitudtnni augmentation eyetem compouents. In November
1970 the new wing was delivered to the Flight Research Center, and soon after a series
of structural vibr_ion and proof loads tests was performed. The win@ installation,
fuselage, and co.tel systems mod/flc_tlons were completed, and the airplane was pre-
pared for the first flight, which was performed on March 9, 19T 1.
This rmper discusses the modifications incorporated in the test airplane and the
status of the pro_Tam.
Figures 1 and 2 are photographs of the baste TF-aA airplane and the supercritteml
wins teet-b_ airplmm. The win@, of course, is the major d/fierence in the two con-
figurations. The or/_=_j2al wink had a variable incidence to improve takeoff and landing
performnnce. The 8eometry of the superoriticnl _ was not conducive to this femture
and, as a consequence, the t_keof_ and l_din_ p_rfor:nnnce of the -t_nt airp -L_ue w=s
ucrtfl¢_. The r_i_onale related to the lnst_llaflon of the wln_ _ri_ m _cus_d
in p_per 3. The f=r_._&rd fairln_, or _ove s_-_flc_, v_eh cover_ _ w/_ oe_._._r section
and _.-'_-..ds forward to Me coc&T./t cnnopy, m_! the a_ t'_el,_._ f_tr_ are con_trucr.ad
of F[berg.lae.
*Title. Unclassified.
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WING DESIGN AND STATIC TESTS
Wing Structure and Design Criteria
The wing structure consists of a two-cell main box section with attached leading-
and trailing-edge sections (fiE. 3). The construction material is primarily aZun_num;
however, the wingtlp6 and sections of the leading edge are made of Fiberglas. A
Styrofoam fill was used to develop the desired contour on the undersurface in the root
area to approximately a 10-percent-span location. The wing-surface skins are tapered
and vary in thickness from approximately ;.. 78 centimeter (0. 7 inch) at the root to
approximately 0o 32 centimeter (0. 125 inch) near the tips.
The wing etructure, fairingn, and attachment fittings were designed to standard
margins of safety for symmetric toad eo,-_ttions ranging from 4. 0g to -2. 0g and a
dynamic pressur_ of 38. Z0 kN/m2 (800 lb/ft2). The estimated service life of the struc-
bare was 1000 hc_trs for the pro|ected range of test conditions anticipated during the
demonstration of the concept.
In addition to the design load specifications, a stringent requirement was set that
the deformed shape of the w',r_ was to duplicate that Of the wind-tunnel model at the
design cruise condition, This was essential for comparing the pressure-dlstributlon
data. Thus the wing was aesembled with the deflection and twist necessary to compen-
sate for the difference between the sh,lpe of the wlnd-tunnel-mode| wing and that pre-
dicted for tlle ful!-scale wing when the design cruise load dis_ribu_on was applied to the
unl_s_ted basic strucwLre. The wing structural design tolerances for a cruiue M_ch
nun_ber of 0. 99 a_t_ a lift coefficient of 0.40 specified that the diffcrcntlnl twist between
the root ribc was not to exceed O. 1"; the differential twist betw_-n wingtlps not to
exceed 0. 3"; and the streamwise twist of the wingtip relative to the root was to be with-
in i0. 5" of the predicted value. A goal, although not a requirement, was that the out-
of-plane deflection of thc trailing edge was not to exceed 0. lfi centimeter (0. 06 inch).
Proof Loads Tests
To be certain that the design criteria had been tact, a series of proof loads te#ts
was performed on the wing before its installation on the airplane. Figure 4 is s photo-
graph of the test setup. The win E was mounted on a test fL_ture in an inverted positiov_
Strain gages in the wing structure were monitored for safety purposes. Also, because
the primary purpose of the test was to verify the deflecticn ard twist of the s_ucture
under a simulat_d design cruise l-g l(md distribution, deflection measurements were
msde at various sffmwise and chordwise stations urger the win{:. Yaot bak-s were used
to produce the required distributed load.
The measured add predicted streamwtse twist derived during the proof loads tests
for the cruise load distr_butlon are -._hown In the foIIowi,_ t_I9:
I_'_dl_laKI O. |q I. 45 i. Ji
Right reel8 t_nei 0. t_ L 45 I. ?A
Ld_ _nC paei 0. t4 L 46 L ._
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!The predicted values were derived from a standard North American Rockwell computer
program used to predict structural behavior under various load conditions, on the basis
of the design characteristics of the basic structure. Flow the streamwise twist, meas-
ured on the right and left wing panels, it can be seen that the difference between the
predicted sad measured wingtip rotations is well within the specified tolerance of i0. 5".
The measured differential twist between the root ribs is considerably less than the 0. 1"
specified, and the wingttp differential twist is less than the 0. 3" tolerance limit speci-
fied in the initial design stage. The out-of-plane deflections of the trailing edge are
presented in figure 5. The schematic shows the location of the reference plane and the
corresponding points of the deflection measurements. From these data it appears that
the root section is the only region whelw the specified deflection of 0. 15 centimeter
(0. 06 inch) was exceeded.
Structural Vibration Test
In conjunction with the proof lozds tests, a structural vibration test was performed
on the assembled test airplane to identify the wing, fuselage, and control-surface
structurai-mode-respo .rrz.e frequencies and respective mode shapes. The resuR.q of
these tests were used to up_ade the structural-mode input data per_.inent to t.ne v/lag
flutter analysis and to establish the filter requirements related to the flight-control-
system mod_.fieations. Figure 6 is a photograph of the test arrungemen_.. The airplane
was mounted on an air-b;2_ suspension system under the main and nose gear. Vibration
units, capable of producing slnusoidsl inputs over the frequency range of 0. Icps to
I000 cps, w_re located at strategic points over the airplane and connected to the struc-
ture by va,:uum pads. The structural response was recorded from ac._elerometera
distributed ou _e airplane. The overall test was conduc_.A,d from a van which included
a console for controlling the vibration input and a recording system to monitor the
accelerometer responses.
No flut'_.er model tests were performed, so it eras necessary to estimate flutter
boundaries through analysis. The classical flutter analysis used took into account sub-
sonic and supersonic aerodynamics and transonic compresslb|[R)- effects. The results
indicated that the flutter boundary would be well outside the projected flight envelope.
On the other hand, a aingle--degres-of-£reedom flutter analysis that coru3idered the bend-
ing and twis_ng action of a swept wing at supersonic speeds predicted potential lnsta-
biliW for the first wing symmetric bending mode {apprc0c_tmately 6 cpe) at altitudes
above 12. 19 kilometers (40,000 feet) and Mach numbers of 1. 0 to 1. 0.5. As a conse-
qttence, the aeroelastic _amping -f ._hie mode was investig_tod during the flight envelope
expaasion program. In figure 7 a vortion of the fiib'_ resul_ is summart_.ed and com-
pared with the supersonic analyticM predictions in terms of the damping ratio of the
first wing bending mode as a function of Math number and =ltitude. It should be noted
. that the critical flutter speed would correspond to a damping ratio of zero. S_sonic-
ally, between a Maeh number of 0. 5 and 0. 95, at an altitude of 10. 67 kilometers
(_5,000 feet), it In evident tha_ the damping decreases by aPproxim3tely 34 percent.
. The damptn Z is further reduced (by approximately 15 percent) as the design cruise
- condition at 14. 02 k_lome:ers (46,000 feet) is approached and it is minimum near a
Mach number of 1. Co:_Iderab!y more data were obtained supersonica|ly than are pre-
sented here. In general, the data scatter is similar to that preaentcd in the figure, and
in this region of the _ght envelope the da,_.tY_ng appeared to be generally higher thanpredicted.
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FLIGHT-CONTROL-SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS
As mentioned, th_ preliminary fixed-base simulation studies of the modified F-8
configuration revealed a potential longitudlual instability over the projected flight
envelope and indicated a need for stability ausmentat/on. The longltud/nal control sys-
tem designed to control this instability is a blend of pitch rate and norms[ acceleration
measured at the pilot's station. This scheme of control-system mechanization is
commonly referred to as the C* concept The system is essentially a fall-operational,
fall-safe design which uses three separate channels for system reliability and failure
dete_tion.
Figure 8 is a simplified block diagram of the modifications incorporated in the
longitudinal control system. The pilot's command through the force stick provides an
input to _h.e basic F-8 mechautcal system and the command auEmentaUon system
electronic network. Within this network the electrical signal is proportional to the
sUck-force input. The pi_h rate and normal acceleration are shaped, gain controlled,
and summed to produce the C* feea3mek error signal. The error signal is gain con-
trolled and positions the pitch servo to augment the basic airplane pitch damping. To
operate the servo around a central position, an auto-trlm network is provided. Tlfls
ne*.wor!_ moves the stabilizer to the trim position and transmlts signals to the C* feed-
hack th_ drives the error si_nal to zero and in turn centers the servo. In addition,
the trim network providers some shaping which aids in augmenting the longihuilnal sta-
bility.
Lateral control Is provided through segmented ailerons which are drooped and serve
as flaps during takeoff and iandln+ operations. The lateral-dlrectional stability au_7,-
mentation system is slmtlar to those included on the basic TF-8A airplane. However,
minor modiflcaUons were made to the respective control-surface deflections and aug-
mentaUon authority to provide compaUbility with the configuration changes. In addition,
as ,*or the lon_tudtnnl system, the variable-gain controls installed in the cockpit are
accessible _o the pilot.
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FLIGHT TEST OBJECTIVES AND PROGRAM STATUS
The objectives of the fll_ht test program include definition of the drsg-r/se Mach
nvunber, determination of the wing pressure distribution and acqutsition of correst-_nd-
ing boundary-layer and wing-wnL-e data, investigaUon of"the man.-uvertr_ and speed
m._Ins ausoci=ted with th-. _uff_._ ¢h.q.-'_cterlstlcs, and evaluatlcn of"the stability and
control behnvior at *.he des/gn cruise conditions for the win_. In addition, the sensitiv-
ity of wing p_rformnnce to control-surface deflections, aeroelsstic deformation, win E-
surface rot_hne_s, and oLher off-deeiEq operations Is to be assessed. The ultimate
objective, however, ts to p_'ove _be ¢onceFA by corre!a_tn_ flight information with wind-
tunnel predictions Where correspe.-_lin?, data exist.
Twenty-seven DJ_hts have been performed with the test-bed airplane. H_ure 9
shows the .'light _nvelope that Ires been defined. Essent/ally, the airplane has _,een
flown to a marAmum altitude of 15. 55 kilometers (51.000 feet), a Mach number of L 21,
and a dynamic pressure of 25. 62 k_'_/m2 (535 lb/ft2). Fl_re 10 shows the flight and
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/wlnd-tunnel Reynolds namber envelopes, based on the mean aerodynamlc chord, covered
in the flight tests as a function of Mach number. Most of the data related to the drag
and wing pressures were obtained near the design cruise point. Fut_ure testing will
extend to higher Reynolds number_. The first 10 flights in the program were devoted
to expazding the flight e_velope to the specified supercrlttcal wing design point and
beyond. During these flights the basic stability, control, handling qualities, perform-
of the p_mn, aemuonat eata ox r_ese types were obtained; however, most of this
test _me was devo.ted .to accumulating total drag and win_ pressure data. Throughout
both _est phases, alrpmne center of gravity varied from approximately 22 percent to
26 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The flight program of the F-8 supererlttesl wing tost-bed airplane 'has proceeded in
an orderly manner, particularly in view of the dtmculties of testl_ in the transonic
speed range in either wind tannels or flight. An 2tt_mpt has been made to acquire
.accurate data from precise stats-of-the-art instrumentation and test techniques.
SYMBOLS
nZp
q
Oroot
Otip
total airplane lift coefficient
C* gain, deg/g
normal-accelereClon feedback gain, dev_Jg
p_t_.h-rate feedback gain, de_,/de_/sec
normal acceleration at piloVs aragon, g units
pitching velocity, de_sec
d_u_te pressure, k_/m2 (Ib/_2)
twiat of root chord about |oc:d 35-p_rcent-chord location, deg
twist of the Up -.Lord about the locnl 3_,-percent--chord location,de;
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5. PRELIMINARY LIFT AND DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
F-8 SUPERCRITICAL WING AIR PLANE*
By Jon S. Pyle _,_Flight Research Center
INTRODucTIoN
.¢
A flight research program is being conducted using a supercrltical wing attached to
a modified F-8 fuselage to demonstrate the potential benefits of the supercriticai wing
concept in a realistic cruise flight environment. One of the primary goals of the flight
program is to determine the drag-divergence Mach number, that is, the i%lach number
at which the to'.al veblcle drag increases significantly. Another objective of the program
is to show how well wind-tunnel data can be used to predict the performance of a super-
critical wing configuration in the transonic Mach number region from 0.9 to 1. 0. Com-
parisons of this nature are important in view of the uncertainties in the present methods
for extrapolating wlnd-tunnel-model data :o flight Reynolds numbers, deterrnlning the
effect of wall interference on the model results, and simulating the flow sermration
characteristics on the model wing to correspond to the larue-sc21e wing. Hcwe.,er, in
comparing these wind-tunnel and flight results, it must be taken Into account that this
supercritical wing test confiT_ratio n is of only intermediate scale and that a full-scale
transport would have Reynolds numbers three to five times larger.
This paper reviews the lift and drag results obtained from the first series of flights
with the F-8 supezcritical wing configuration. To concentrate on the performance of
the wing and eliminate extraneous effects of the fuselage and propulsion system, the
internal drag and base drag components have been removed from the flight and wind-
tunnel data. Although removing these variables provides for the best comparison of the
wind-tunnel and flight wing drag, which is the immediate purpose of this paper, it is
somewhat unreal for purposes of assessing the ability of a desi_-,ner to use wind-tunnel
results to predict the absolute drug level of a complete airplane.
ACCURACY AND METHOD
• The drag-dlvergence Mach number has been established as being of p_me impor-
tance to this study: thus the ability to measure Mach number accurately becomes very
significant. Figure I presents the Math number position correction as a function of
indicated Maoh number, which wa_ determined in flighttests (similar to those rcpo:_d
i_ ref. I) of the F-8 supercritical wing configuration by using a compensated pitot-
static probe. This airspeed probe was designed as the Langley Research Center, on the
*Title, Uncl__ssified.
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basis of principles described in referenc¢ 2, to compensate for the position error in
Mach number for this particular wing-fuselage configuration. The compensated probe
was also designed for reduced angle-of-attack sensitivity between -2" and 8", the region
of most importance to this study. The estimated accuracy of the flight Mach numbe," is
shown in the figure by the band about the solid curve and is calculated to be _tthin _=0. 003
Mach number in the transonic region. The maneuvers used in making the flight calibra-
tion consisted of cons _tant-alfitude accelerations and decelerations. True ambient pres-
sure was obtained by dete.--mlning the precise altitude of the airplane with radar tr_cking
and calculating the ambient pressure for that altitude from radiosonde balloon measure-
ments. This callbrat_n was later checked against a callbra_ed airspeed system on an
Air Force PACER aircraft for steady-state flight at specific Mach numbers between
0.7 and 0.95.
Although the compensated pltot-statlc probe slightly overcompensated the l_Lach
number position error, it improved the pilotts ability to achieve a desired speed by
reducing the position error between the indicated and true velocity u_uaUy provided by
the standard NACA _tot-staflc probe. This calibration was used to correct all flight
Mach numbers in thls paper.
The level of confidence in the measurement of Mach number has been determined,
thus the ability to determtr _ total drag should be examined closely. The parameters
that coutrlbute to the random error in the fll_kt lift and drag results are listed tn the
foUo_ng table for a Mach number of 0. 97, a lift coefficient of 0.4, and an altitude of
16. 2 kilometers (45,000 feet):
Parameter
Weight
ii
Dyr_mic pressure
Net thrust
Normal acceler'_tton
Longihldinal acceleration
Angte o['_ck
Measurement
error
m
•-4.4 kN
( .,-too tb)
• 0.06 k.N/m 2
(+t. 3 Ib/ft2)
• 0.36 kN
(±S0 lb)
• 0.01 g
*0.001 g
,0.25 °
Roct-sum-squnred error
t
Error in CL,
percent
0.4
0.6
1.0
mN
Error in CD,
percent
0.6
3.8
0.6
1.2
5.0
1.3 perceu*. 6.4 percent
The estimated _'_ndom me_zurement errors are presented for each parameter used in
the lift and drag determination based on cruise lift conditions. The contribution of the
individuat parameter3 to t.he z_JLdom error in the determination of C L and C D is
presented in the r_ght two columns. The values shown 4.n these two columns represent
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°the limitswithinwhich approximately two-thlrds of the data pointsshould occur based
only on the individualparameter source. Itshould be noted thatthe largestcontribu_ons
to the sca_er in the flightvalues are uncertaintiesin the measurement of angle of attack
and thrust. The root-sum-squared error shown at tl_ebottom of the table is indicative
of the limitswILhinwhich most of the finalcomputed values of C L and CD should occur.
An example of flight lift-_d drag-coefftctevt meas-rements for a Mach number of
0.9 is presented in figure 2. ',':,t._ _igu_e indicates the repeatability of the flight results
by presentin_ a plot of the actual data points obtained during nine separate maneuvers
on four flights. Most of the dafm points are within the limits set by the total root-sum-
squared error shown in the preceding table. These limits are shown as a shaded area
at a lift coeff!cient of 0. 4.
Many ground and in-flight calibrations have been used to eliminate nonrandom errors
that could affect the flight lift and drag results. There_'ore, in addition to the normal
corrections made for individual and svs*.cm component calibrations, preflight and post-
flight tare variations, and weight changes, special attention was given to ground thrust-
stand calibrations of the thrust instrumentation and an in-flight calibration of angle of
attack. The latter calibration consisted of special quasi-stabilized maneuvers at
various Mach numbers to determine the true airplane angle of attack with a sensitive
acceleror_eter.
There remain possible bias uncertaintieswhich have not been removed by calibration
procedures or tare corrections. For Mach numbers below 0.95, the possible bias error
is estimnted ".obe v_thinabout 3 percent of the drag coefficientat a liR coefficientof 0.4.
The main cause of this3-perce_t uncermlnty is the thrustdetermination. The J57-P-4
engine which was used in thisairplane Is particularly-well suited for the thrustmeasuring
and calibraticntec"hn_.queswhich were used, and thus permitted thisrelativelysmall
nonrandom uncertainty. At the higher Mach numbers the bias uncertaintyin drag coeffi-
cientin thisstcdy is about 6 percent. This increase is primarily due to the difficulty
of definingangle cf attackin thisspeed region.
The primary condi_on at which liftand drag resultswere obtained consisted of
level flightat a quasi-stabilizedairspeed and angle of attack. Additional data to provide
drag polar segments were obtained during increasing normal "g"coordinated turns, uti-
lizingthe accelerometer meth_,d (ref. 3). These "windup |'turnswere performed at very
slow rates to assure thatthe veMcle would remain close to a trimmed flightcondition.
The qtmsi-stabilizedmaneuver was. however, considered to be the most important
flightconditionzor hft and dra_ deter'ruinationbecause the F-8 supercriticalwing, in
terms of aspect ratioand thickness, was configured with cruise flightin mind.
DISCUSSION
Lift
Figures 3 and 4 present the flightand wlnd-tunnei liftcurves for selected Mach
numbers between 0.90 and I.2. A comparison of the variationof fligb_.and wind-tunnel
liftcoefficientwith angle of attackis presented for each Mac.h number. The Langley
8-footwin'l-tunnelresultswere obtained with an 0.087-scale model of the testccnfigu-
ration. The wind-ttmnel data are trimmed about the same center-of-gravitylocationas
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the flight data. The solid symbol represents a data point obtained in the Langley 16-foot
wind tunnel. These data were obtained at only one horizontal-stabilizer deflection, so
the 16-foot wind-tunnel results are compared with flight data only at the condition where
the model data represent a trimmed condition.
In general, the flight lift curves are close to the wind-tunnel results except for the
data for Mach numbers of 0. 95 and 0. 99, where the lift coefficient for the wind-tunnel
results is higher at any given angle of attack than for the flight results.
The lift-curve slope, CLa , is presented as a function of Mach number in figure 5.
The flight-determined values of lift-curve slope are generally higher than those deter-
mined in the 8-fo'ot wind tunnel for Mach numbers between 0. 8 and 0. 99. Flight-
determined lift-curve slopes were not available for Mach numbers from 1.0 to 1.08
because of the difflculW of maintaining constantoMach-number maneuvers in this speed
range. At Mach numbers above 0.99, the F-8 airplane required the use of the jet engine
afterburner. However, the extra thrust produced by the afterburner could not be con-
trolled precisely enough to obtain stabilized flight in this Mach number range.
Drag
Before examining the drag measurements, adjustments to the results should be
discussed. As stated earlicr, the internal drag and base drag were removed from the
wind-tunnel and flight drag values. The model used in the _-foot _nd-t-_mnel tests was
an accul-_te geometric simulation of the flight vehicle and included scaled versions of
the actual flight vehicle antennas, anticollision lights, nose boom, and other protuber-
ances that might contribute to the chine of the airplane. Personnel of the Langley 8-foot
wind turtuel adjusted the wind-tunnel data to account for the differences in Reynolds
numbers, whl_1_ varied from 3 million for the wind-tunnel results to 10 million for flight
data. They also made adjustments, using methods described in reference 4, to account
for the presence of surface irregularities on the airplane such as gaps, slots, and
rivets, which could not be s'-'mulated on a small-scale model.
An earlier version of the 0. 087-scale model of the test configuration without the
scaled protuberances, leading-edge vortex generators, and ai;eron h_nge fairings was
used for the 16-foot wind-tunnel tests. An increment of drag was added to the 16-foot
wind-tunne', results to account for these protuberances. Additional adjustments were
made by the wir.d-tunnel p_zsonnel to account for the Beynolds number differences and
surface irregularities of the model wing.
Figures 6 and 7 present the variation of drag coefficient with lift coefficient for
trimmed conditions at selected Mach numbers from 0. 90 to 1. 2. The fli_t results are
compared with 9-foot and 16-foot wind-tunnel results where th_se were available. The
most notable feature of the comparison is the difference in the shape of the drag polar
curves. The fllg_htresults show a smaller variationof ch'agwith liftthnn predicted by
the 8-footwind-tunnel results. The drag level atthe lower llftcoefficientsis higher
in the flightdata than in the wind-tunnelresults. These higher flightdrag values become
more obvious as Mach number increases up to 0.99.
The flightresultsshowed thata larger horizontal-stabilizerdeflection_s ne__ded
to trim the _'ehlclethan the wind-tunnel data had indicated. In addition,pressure
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/measurements were obtained on the boattailportion of the testconfigurationduring the
8-foot wind-tunnel tests and the flight tests. These pressure meamwements indicated
that a higher boattail drag was measured on the aft-sloping boattail surfaces in flight
than had been predicted by the wind-tunnel results. The long-short-long dashed line
plotted vrith the M = 0. 97 curves represents the wind-tunnel data adjusted to the flight
horizontal-stabilizer deflections and the added drag increment due to the difference
between the flight and wind-tunnel boat'tail measurements. Although the adjustment
compensates for some of the differences between flight and wind-tunnel drag level at the
lower lift coefficients, it does not account for the differences in the drag polar shapes.
However, it should be noted that the flight and wind-tunnel drag polars intersect" near
the design cruise lift coefficient of 0. 4.
The variation of drag coefficient with Mach number is presented in figure 8 at the
design lift coefficient of 0.4 and illustrates the comparison of drag-divergence Mach
number for flight and wind-tunnel results. The flight and 8-foot wind-tunnel results
were obtained from the previous drag comparisons, and the 16-foot wind-tunnel results
were extrapolated to a lift coefficient of 0. 4 by the wind-tunnel personnel. For the
flight results the drag-divergence Mach number, MDlq, is approximately 0.96; for the
8-foot wind-tunnel data it is closer to 0. 97.
The Math number region where some typicalcommercial transports experience
the drag rise is shown by the shaded area (ref. 5 and unpublished data). The super-
criticalwing testconfigurationwas not optimized to represent a true transport configu-
ration. Tkls is evident from a comparison of the testconfigurationfineness ratioof
7.5 with the much higher fineness ratiosof typicaltransport configurations. Thus the
trmmport drag coefGcients for C L = 0.4 are e_tpectedtobe low=r than those for the
testconfiguration. The comparison indicatesa favorable iv,crease in drag-divergence
Mach number for the supercri.qcalwing configurationwhen compared with the results
obtainedwith current jettransports.
An attempt will now be made to explain some of the differences shown in figure 8
between the absolute drag level measured in flight and in the 8-foot wind tunnel. The
•8-foot wind-tunnel results shown in figure 9 were adjusted to account for the larger
horizontal-stabilizer deflections required in flight and the higher drag measured cn the
boattail of the flight vehicle, as discussed previously with regard _.o the polar shown
for M = 0. 97. These adjustments were made so that it was possible to focus on the
wing drag and to reduce the effect of those drag differences which were not directly
related to the wing. The adjustments produced close agreement between the levels of
absolute drag found in flight and in the wind tunnel at the design lift coefficient as well
as close agreement in the flight and wind-tunnel drag-divergence Mach number. In the
previous comparison of flight and adjusted wind-tunnel model drag polars at a Mach
number of 0. 97 (fig. 6), it was noted that the model drag polar intersected the flight
results near the desi_n lift coefficient of 0. 4. In view of the differences in the polar
shapes of the _nd-tuzmel and flight results, the relationship of the absolute drag levels
at the design condition in figure 9 is so close as to be deceptive if considered by itself.
C ONC LUDING R E MAR KS
Flight tests of a supercritlcaI wing a_tached to an F-8 fuselv.ge showed that the drag-
divergence Mach number was appro._,mately 0. 96 in the flight data and closer to 0. 97 in
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the S-foot wind-tunnel data. Also, the drag-divergence Mach number was significantly
higher for the supercritical wing installation on the F-8 airplane than for typical oper-
ational jet transports.
A significant difference in the shape of the drag polar curves in the flight and S-foot
wind-tunnel results was apparent. The tncre_.sc of drag with lift was greater on the
model than in flight at the lower lift coefficients.
In general, the flight lift curves are close to the wind-tunnel results except for the
data for Mach numbers of 0. 95 and 0. 99, where the lift coefficient for the wind-tunnel
results is higher at any given angle of attack thsn for the flight results.
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. F-8 SUPERCRITICAL WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION EVALUATION*
By Lawrence C. Montoya and Richard D. Banner
Flight Research Center
INTRODUCTION
In paper 5 the total lift and drag characteristics of the full-scale supercritical wing
F-8 airplane and the wind-tunnel m_xiel were presented and compared. In those data
the drag-rise Mach number for the complete configuration was approximately 0. 96.
However, the model wing performed well, with only a small amount of separation, up
to a Mach number of 0. 99. This Mach number was chosen as the design condition for
the wing.
The details of the flow characteristics over the wing are also of interest, particu-
larly where flows _re mixed and contain shocks and adverse pressure gradients that
nflght compromise d:e design if their effects are not properly predicted. To evaluate
the wlnd-tunnelwing data, win_ pressure measurements wer._ made in flight. This
paper presents _3n:_ :Jfthese data, compares them with Langley S-footwind-tunnel
resu!ts, Rnd relatesthe m_r.suzeme-__ to the drag2.nd Ixfffetchar_c'.'nsticsof _e
complete con_gura_on.
WING CONFIGURATION '._,,_...,...-;.
The flight wing pressure measurements were obtained from six rows of orifices on
both the top and bottom surfaces at span stations shown in figure 1. These span stations
were identtc_ l to those u_ed ,'or the pressure survey on the model.
The wing planforrnsof the airpL_meand model were iaentical. The full-scaleand the
model wings were constructed so thatthey had the same twistdistributionat the design
condRions---aMach number of 0.99 and a totalairplane normal-force coefficientof 0.40.
The model wing _Iso Incorporat.,_lthe leading-edge vortex generator and _ileronhinge
fairingsthatexistedon the full-scalewing. The airplane _ng surfaces were filledand
sanded so thatthey were as close to the model in smoothness and surface contour as
l_ractical.
To simulate the boundary-layer characteristicsin flight,artificialt_ps were used
on the model. The positionof the boundary-layer trips,which were placed on both the
upper and lower surfaces of the mo_el _ng, is shown in figure2.
At Mach numbers equal to or greater than O. 95, the trips were placed at _e
*Title,Unclassified.
t
°31-percent chord on both the upper and lower surfaces of the outer wing panel (shown
at the top of fig. 2). This trip location was used to simulate the boundary-layer charac-
teristics in the adverse pressure-gradient regions at the rear of the airfoil For Mach
numbers of 0.90 and below (shown at the bottom of fig. 2), the boundary-layer trips on
the outer wing panel were located from the 5-percent chord to the 8-percent chord on
the uppcr surface and at the 31-percent chord on the lower surface. This forward trip
arrangement on the upper surface was used at these Mach numbers to prevent laminae
separation aft of the velocity peak that occurs near the leading edge. The trips on the
upper surface of the inboard wing panel or "glove" region were moved forward because
laminar flow could not be maintained in thls region. For this reason, as well as Lhe
unscaled fuselage boundary layer near the wing root, boundary-layer scaling was not
expected on the inboard wing regions.
INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEDURE
The 248 flight wing surface pressures were transmitted to three wing instrument
bays using 0. 318-centimeter (0. 125-inch) inner diameter tubing where the pressure
measurements were made with scanivJves. All data were recorded on onboard tape
and reduced by coml_uter. During data l_ns, continuous In-flight scanivalve pressure
transducer zeros wore obta_n_.d. Data were taken during steady-state flight with sever-
al repetitive data cycles at each test condition. Data points were also repeated on
successive flight_, and checked well. The wind-tunnel and flight measurements were
mad_ w_._.hcomparable _ccuracv.
RE,%_JLTS AND DISCUS_ON
In the following figures, data are presented for selected conditions that are repre-
sentat_.ve of the Right data obtained. Wind-tunnel results are compared with the flight
data.
Figure 3 shows a wing pressure distribution (coefficient of pressure versuS chord
location) for bo_ flight and wind-tunnel tests at a Mach number of 0.90 for a wing-
panel normal-force coefficient of 0. 30. (The wing-panel no_-mai-force coefficient was
obtained by inteoo'rating the span toads outboard of row 1. ) In flight the right aileron
was trimmed sllght'y down. The average deflection was I. 8 °.
in general, ;he agreement between the flight and wind-tunnel pressure distributions
is good for both the top and bottom surfaces. At these conditions, there is a high-
velocity peak and a recompression region near the leading edge of the upper surface.
As noted earlier, the bouudary-!ayer trip was positioned near the leading edge of the
upper _urface of _he model. In view of the _od agreement, it is believed that the
model trips lind little effect on the pressure in this region.
Higher secon_t-velocity l._aks are more noticeable in the flio-ht data at rows 3, 4,
and 5. Although the deflected aileron may h_ve contributed to these differences, _t is
not believ,._d to have had a significant effect cn the overall drag.
At the higher wing-panel normal-force coefficient of _. 53 (fig. 4), the agreement
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between flightand wlnd-tunnel data is good, with recompresslons occurring farther aft
than at CNw p = 0.30 (fig.3) and at about the same chord locationon the model and the
airplane. Again, the second-velo_ty peak tends to be slightlyhigher in flightthan in
the wind tunnel. In both figures 3 and 4, trailing-edgepressure recovery is good for
both th_ model and the airplane.
In figure 5 section normal-force coefficients for rows 2, 4, and 6 are shown as a
function of angle of attack at a Mach number of 0. 90. The ,ngle-of-attack scale is
offset for each row. The flight data were taken over a dynamic-pressure range from
8. 14 kN/m 2 to 17. 72 kN/m2 (170 lb/fl 2 to 370 lb/ft2), whereas the model data were
obtained at 47. 88 kN/m2 (1000 lb/fl2). It will be recalled that at a flight d_namic pres-
sure of 9. 58 kN/m2 (200 lb/flz), the airplane wing shape was designed to correspond to
the model wing at approximateIy 47. v8 KN/m 2 (1000 lb/ft2). The flight data appear to
show a consistent trend, which suggests that dynamic pressure has little effect over
this range.
As shown in figure 5, the flight section normal-force coefficients tended to bo lowec
than the wind-tunnel data for the same angle of attack. (The solid symbols represent
the flight sec_c.n normal-force coefficients obtained from the pressure distributions
shown in figures 3 and 4.) Some minor differences in the slopes slso _ppear. The
reasons for these differences are not understood. There could be discrepancies in
eithsr the model or the airplane angle-of-attack measurements, or both, that have not
been detected.
Figure 6 shows a compa_son of PAght and wlnd-tunnel wing pressure-distribution
data at a Mzch number of 0.99 and a norw._l-force coefficientof 0.29, which is less
than the design value. Flightdata for rows 1 and 2, which were close to the fuselage
where the boundary-layer-scaling conditionswere not optimized, show good agreement
with wind-tunnel results except thatthe second-velocity peaks are higher in flight. The
second-velocity peaks are also higher in the flightdata for the outboard rows.
At the design wing-panel normal-force coefficient of 0. 35 (fig. 7), the trends arc
similar to those in figure 6. The higher flight second-velocity peaks occur on ro_'s
1, 2, 3, and 4. On rows 5 and 6 there is a single recompression which occurs farther
aft in flight than on the model In the data of figures 6 and 7, the flight trailing-edge
pressure did not r_cover as well as in the model tests. Th_ reasonz for these differ-
ences are discussed in paper 9.
The data in figure 8 are for a wing-panel normal-force coefficient nf 0. 49. Again,
the comparisons generally show _ agreen_ent between the flight and wind-tunnel
results for both the upper and __ower surfaces. At this higher wing loading, both the
airplane and model pressures show separated flow aft of the recompression, which is
farther aft in flight then on the model. The more aft recompression results in a more
rearward center of pressure on the wing in flight than on the model.
In figure 9 section normal-forc._ coefficients at M = 0. 99 for rows 2, 4, and 6 are
shown as a 6.motion of angle of attack. The flight values are displaced wq_h angle of
attack relative to the wind-tunnel result3, but because of the limited data, the curve is
not well defined.
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/These data indicate that the pressure distributions shown previously for the lower
wing loadings (solid symbols) are near a nonlinear region. This nonlinear region is
believed tb correspond to the condition where the boundary layer separates. This
separation results from the aft location cf the shock at this Mach number.
The variation of the shock position along the chord at one station, row 5, for a
Mach number of 0. 99 is shown :n figure 10. The shock position is compared on the
basis of section normal-force coefficient. The shock was identified by an abrupt change
In pressure coefficient of approximately 0. 30.
At the low section normal-force coefficientvalues, for both the model and in flight,
there was a forward and an aftshock, as illustratedin the small schematic at the
bottom right. The aft shock resultsfrom the second-velocity peak at these off-deslgn
sectionnormal-force coefficients.On the model, as the forward shock moves rear-
ward, the second-velocitypeak and itssubsequent recompression disappear. In flight,
the second-velocity peak and itssubsequent shock persisted through thisregion.
For section normal-force coefficients greater than 0. 45, only one recompression
takes place, on the aft region of the airfoil section, as illustrated in the small schemat-
ic at the upper right. The shocl_ is approximately 10 percent farther aft in the flight
data than in the wind-t_mnel data. The shock moves sligi,.tly forward in both instances
to a position which does not vary much with increasing section normal-force coefficient.
This has beneficial effects in preventing separation from propagating forward. This
effect is discussed further in paper 7.
These trends in shock locationwere also observed in L z other outboard rows,
except thatin rows 3 and 4 _h_ forward shock did not diminish untila slightlyhigher
section normal-force coeKicientwas reached.
Both the position of the shock and the geometry of the trailing edge can influence the
upper-surface pressure recovery at the wing trailing edge. Both the model and the air-
plane had a l-percent-chord trailing-edge thickness, as illustrnted in figure 11. As
shown, the trailing-edge geometries did not differ significantly. On the airplane, or" -
rice row 3 had a blunt trailing edge to accommodate future installat_.on of a trailing-
edge rake.
Trailing-edge pressures for both the model and the airplane are shown in figures
12 and t3. Data are compared at Mach numbers of 0.90, 0.97, 0.98, and 0.99 as a
functionof sectionnormal-force coefficient.
In figure 12 the agreement in the trailing-edgepressure recovery on the inboard
wing sections is considered good, even though the model boundary layer could not be
properly simulated on the inboard wing and fuselage. The flightdata tend to be slightly
lower for row I and slightlyhigher for row 2, and the pressure-recovery levelstend
to be higher near Mach 0.99 than Mach 0.90.
The traillng-edgepressure-recovery characteristicsof the outboard wing sections
(rows 3, 4, 5, and 6) are shown in figure13. The si_mificantdifferencebetween the
data at the higher Mach numbers and the data at a Mach nu1_ber of 0.90 is shown in
the pressure-divergence trends of the model d_ta. At a Mach number of 0.90, the
trailing-edgepressures diverge at about the maximum section normal-force coef_cie_t,
indicatingthatseparation spreads rapidly over the wlr._and _._.usezthe sections to stall
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fThe flight data show the same s, except for the outer two rows, where the maxi-
mum section normal-force coefficients for flight are higher than the model data. At
Mach numbers of 0. 97, 0. 98, and 0. 99, the sections do not stall until normal-force
coefficients higher than shown are reached; however, the tralting-edge pressure
coefficients diverge at section normal-force coefficients near 0. 4. As noted previously,
the aft shock associated with the higher Mach numbers prevents the spread of separation
on the wing.
The model data indicate an optimum trailing-edge pressure-recover_- c)ndition near
a section normal-force coefficient of 0. 4 at Mach numbers of 0. 97, 0. 98, and 0. 99.
Although the flight data are incomplete at the lower section normal-force coefficients,
there is some evidence that the airplane is showing the same trends as the model (rows
4 and 5, M = 0. 99; and row 6, M = 0. 97). However, it appears that the airplane trailing-
edge pressures do not recover as well as on the model at the higher Mach numbers, and
that this difference contributes to the increase in drag for theJ complete configuration.
In figure 14 span load distributions are shown at Mach numbers of 0. 90 and 0. 99
where the total wing-panel normal-force coefficients outboard of row 1 were the Jame
for the model and the full-scale wing. In the span load distribution shown in the right
plot, for the design condition of Mach 0. 99, the flight data in_'cate that the position of
the spanwisc center of pressure would be slightly outboard of that on the model; how-
ever, the differevces are small. At the of_-design speed of Ivlach 0. 90, in the left plot,
there are even smaller differencvs. This suggests that the model and airplane have
equt_-alent wing-stiffness characteristics for these conditions.
CONCLUDING R EIVIARKS
In general, the degree of correlation between the model and airplane wing pressure
measurements is believed to be good. Some differences are apparent, which can be
summarized as follows. At off-design conditions the second-velocity peaks werehigher
on the airplane wing than on the model. At design conditions the shock was slightly
farther aft on ths airplane than on the model, and the trailing-edge pressure recovery
was not as good. The inboard wing-panel loading on the airplane was slightly less than
on the model, and because of the farther aft shock location, there was a more rear-
ward center of pressure on the airplane wing.
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?. BUFFET CHARACTERISTICS OF THE F-8 SbPERCRITICAL WING AIRPLANE*
By V. Michael DeAngells and IHchard D. Banner
Flight Research Center
INTRODUCTION
Wing pressure measurements taken in flight have demonstrated the unique ability
of the superertttca[ wing to maintain an aft shock location beyond the normal-force
coefficient for flow separation. It was this feature of the upper-surface flow that held
promise for improved, buffet-free flight at transonic speeds. In the F-8 supercrRica[
wine flight prog'rnm some airplane and wlng structu.rai response measurements wel-e
made to evaluate these potential improvements. This paper presents some of the pre-
liminary results of t_mt investigation. Wing structure| response was used to sense the
buffet of the wing, and'these data are compared with wlnd-tunnel-n_od._l daLa and the
wing flow characteristics at _nsonic speeds.
INSTRUMENTATION
The supercrittcal wing wns instrumented with several different sensors, which
permitted evaluation of the buffet-onaet characteristics.
Figure 1 shows the type and location of the buffet instrumentation _sed in the study.
_ecelerometers were loci.ted a_ both wingtips, the pilot coml_r_.ment, and near the
center of grav_t.v of the airplane. Strain gages were installed in the right-hand wing
tmne[ and outboard aileron s_gments to measure unsteady bending moments ,_nd una*_eady
aileron hinge moments, respectively. Pressure orifices were located in six rows on
the ri_ht-hand wing F,anel as describecl in paper 6. A high-frequency pressure sensor
was located on the upper surface of the right-hand wing panel at the o,l_board end of the
aileron near the hinge line.
The pressure orifices and the strain gages used to measure wing-panel bending
moment were common to both the flight vehicle and the wind-tunnel model.
DISCUS,_ON
Buffet Sensor Response
The flightb,.u'fetd_ta wex.e obtained from gradual wlndup-turn maneuvers. Typical
time histories of the outputs of the various sensors during these maneuvers are
*Tlr/e, Unclassified.
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presented in figure2. The center-body accelcrometer (near the center of gr_'tvity)has
a response much llkethatof the cockpit accelerometer, but itis contaminated with
inletand engine noise and is, therefore, unusable. The pilottsindicationof buffetonset
is superimposed on the four traces. Ifbuffetonset were selected as the pointat which
a definiteincrease in the unsteady oscillationsof each signalwas observable (shown by
the dark arrows), the differentsensors would indicatedifferenttimes for buffetonset.
This is to be expected, because buffet-intensitylevelsare a directfunctionof the
characteristicsof the structureand the locationof the sensor. The responses of the
sensors at the wingtip and aileronagree; the responses of the wing-panel bending mo-
ment and cockpitaccelerometer also agree with one another and with the pilotfscallout.
In general, the wingtlp accelerometer was tho most responsive, had the best reso-
lutlon,and produced the most repeatable data pointsfrom flightto flight.In addition,
itwas bellzved thatthe wlngtip response could best be related to the unsteady pressure
forces which give rise to the structuralbuffeting. Therefore, the wlngtip accelerometer
was chozen as the basis _or comparing and evaluatingthe structuralbuffetingclmrac-
teristicsof the supercriticalwing.
Buffet Onset
Figure 3 shows the b_u_fet-ons_t.boundarybased on the resFonses of the wingtlp
accelerometer for t-,vovalues of dyr_mlc pressure. The significanceof thisboundary
is the apparent absence of a sharp drop in the buffetboundary which usuallyoccurs
between Mach numbers of 0.8 and 0.9 in conventionalsubsonic aircraft. When encoun-
tered during l'dgh-speedcruise, this form of buffetingis oriel termed Mach buffeting.
The design cruise normal-force coefficient,CNA , of the supercri_icalwing is approxi-
mately 0.40 at Math 0.99. Itis apparent thatthe wlng does not encounter buffetingat
thisvalue of CNA throughout the Mach range. All flighttestdata are presented for
a center-of-gravitylocationat about 24 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord. Ifthe
data were obtained for the design center-of-gravity location,thatis, at 35 percent of
the mean aerodynamic chord, the buffet-onsetcurve would be raised by a nozreal-force
coefficientof about 0.03.
The buffet-onsetcurve was not significantlyaltered by increasing the dynamic pres-
sure from 9600 N/m2 (200 !b/fl2)to 19,200 N/m 2 (400 Ib/fl2),
Figure 4 shows how the buffet-onsetboundary determined from the win&_ip acceler-
ometer data compares with the boundaries determined from the other sensors. As a
basis for the comparison, the wlngtip accelerometer data from figure3 are fairedand
presented as a solid llne. The symbols represent the buffetboundaries based on the
aileron hinge moment, wlng-panel bending moment, cockpitaccelerometer output,and
pilotcallout. Data from the aileronhinge-moment gage agree most closelywith the
wingt_p accelerometer data. The other hhree sources of data indicatea slightlyhigher
buffetboundary thanthe wir.gtipaccelerorneter. The delay of buffetonset indicatcdby
these other sensors is due generallyto poor resolutionand background noise. Refine-
•meats in the instrumentation and signal conditioningfor these locatio_swould be ex-
pected to provide resultsthatagree better with the winTip accelerometer data. In
general, however, allindicatorsof buffetonset showed the same trends with Mach
number.
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Flight studies of buffeting characteristics of fighter aircraft have shown flaps *.o be
effective in raising the buffet-onset boundary at transonic speeds. Therefore, it was
of interest to examine the effects of flap deflection on the buffet boundary of the super-
critical w_ng. Although the flaps were not designed as maneuvering flaps, the data
might suggest regions where maneuvering would be improved by flap deflection. Fig-
ure 5 shows the effects of 5 ° of flap deflection on the supercritical wing buffet-onset
boundary. At Mach 0.8 and 0. 9 there is a slight gain in CNA before buffet onset, but
above Mach 0. 9 there is a slight loss in buffet-onset CNA. This slight loss is not
unexpected, because the airfoil has already been optimized for these higher Mach num-bers.
Flight and Wind-Tunnel Correlations
It is of interest to compare this flight buffet boundary with the boundary predicted
from _'ind-tunnel data. In figure 6 a flight-determined buffet boundary is compared
with two wind-tunnel-derived boundaries. The wind-tunnel buffet-onset data derived
L--ore the wing-panel bending-moment data are limited to Mach 0. 9 and below. Above
_L_ch 0. 9 it was not possible to define reliable onset points. Of the six rows of pres-
sure orifices, the three outboard rows were most sensitive to the initial flow separation
and, therefore, were used to establish the trailing-ed_,e pressure-divergence boundary.
T_ lower bound of the I symbol indicates the initial divergence of any of the three
outboa.-_i row_ of traiLing-edge _"essures. The upper bound indicates the divergence of
all three outboard rows of t'railing-edge pressures.
At Mach 0. 8 and 0. 9, the wind-tunnel value of CNA for the upper bound of the
trailing-edge pressure divergence and the bending-moment data agree fairly well with
the flight data. In fact, the trends in buffet-onset CNA with Mach number are similar
up to Mach 0. 97. From Math 0. 97 to 0.99 the wind-tunnel data produce a boundary that
drops off sharply. The difference between the two boundaries can be attributed to the
fact that the wind-tunnel trailing-edge pressure divergence represents the initiation of
an aerodynamic di=turbance of forcing function, and that the flight-determined buffet
b_dary represents the initial measurable response of the wing structure to the aero-
dynamic disturbance.
The comparisons of the flight and wind-tunnel pressure data in paper 6 indicate that
good agreement would be expected between the flight and wind-tunnel trailing-edge
pressure-divergence boundaries. Therefore, it can be in,_erred that the trailing-edge
pressure divergence from flight occurs at a lower CNA value than detected by the
structural sensors.
To understand the difference between the trailing-edge pressure-divergence bound-
ary and the initial structural-response boundary, it is necessary to examine the charac-
teristics of supercritic.-tI flow near the ci'_se Mach number. Figu_-e 7 illustrates the
behavior of the flow on the ou_board wing panel at Mach 0. 99. The three inserts above
the curve illustrate the upper-surface chordwtse I'ressure distributions which c_rre-
spend to the indicated portion of the section norrv_t-torce curve.
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The section normal-force curve is chsracterized by two distinct linear ranges
followed by the stalled region. In the initial linear range approaching the trailing-edge
pressure divergence, the upper-surface pressure distribution is characterized by a
shock aft of the midchord with an attached trailing-edge flow. The transition from the
initial linear region to the second linear region begins with the trailing-edge pressure
divergence. In this second linear region the upper-surface pressure distribution is
characterized by a region of separated flow which is restricted to the area behind the
shock. As the angle of attack increases in this region, the shock moves forward from
about the 80-percent chord to about the 60-percent chord, thereby increasing the region
of separated flow. Beyond the stall, the upper-surface flow separates over the entire
chord. Without the vortex generator, the model data have shown that the section stalls
at a much lower section normal-force coefficient. The flight-determined buffet-onset
point is illustrated. From this figure it can be hypothesized tl'.at the shock is confining
the initial separated flow region to an area sufficiently small that the structural sensors
do not respond until a CNA value much larger than that for the trailing-edge pressure
divergence is attained. In this Mach number range the tralling-_ge pressure-diver-
gence *.ec._nique is not a good indicator of buffet onset as defined by the structural
response, and, conversely, the buffet onset from structural response is not an Indica-
tion of the initial flow separation. However, at the lower Math number_,, that is,
Mach 0. 9 and below, the upper-surface shock does not affect the separated-flow region.
Therefore the trailing-edge pres:_ure--divergcncs boundary shows good agreement with
the buffet boundary determined from structural sensor data.
Flow Studies "
The extent of the separated flow on the wing at Mach 0. 98 was determined during
the flight tests from pressure data and tuff studies. Figure 8 illustrates the region of
separated flow as restricted by the shock wave at approximately the condition corre-
sponding to buffet onset as defined by the wing'tip accelerometer. At the structural
detection of onset, an appreciable area of separated flow exists. As shown, a high-
frequency pressure sensor was installed near the shock location at the design cruse
condition. This sensor was useful in studying the pressure fiuctuatlonsassociated with
the movement of the shock wave.
Presented in figure 9 are time histories of pressure fluctuations at Mach numbers
of 0. 90, 0. 95, and 0. 98. Corresponding CNA values are tabulated below each time
history. At Mach 0. 90 there is no evidence of a shock passing over the sensor with
increasing values of CNA , _.nd the buffet onset indicated by the pressure fluctuations
agrees with that indicated by the wingtip accelerometer. At Mach 0. 95 and a CNA of
approximately 0. 5, the shock passes aft of the sensor, as illustrated by the abrupt
pressure drop. At a CNA of apprommately 0. 65, the shock begins to fluctuate behind
and just over the sensor until a CNA of about 1.0 is attained when the shock begins to
pass forward of the sensor. The flow behind the shock is separ_-ted, as shown by the
large pressure fluctuations at C_:A values of L 2 and greater. The buffet onset defined
by the wingtip ac,_elerometer occurs slightly before the pressure sensor is excited.
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/The important difference at Mach 0. 98 is that the shock is aft of the pressure sensor,
as illustrated in figure S. The shock approaches the sensor at a CNA of about 0. 9.
The onset of buffet defined by the wingtip accelerometer occurs at a CNA of 0. 6, hut
the smoothness of the pressure-sensor data between the CNA values of 0. 6 to 0. 9
indicates that the shock is restricting the propagation of the separated flow region.
Buffet Intensity
In addition to the effect of the shock on the flow separation, the shock was found to
also affect the intensity rise of the st:_ctural buffet response. Figure 10 presents the
buffet-intensity data from the wingflp aceelerometer as a function of the airplane
normal-force coefficient. Data are presented for four Mach numbers. At Mach 0. 90,
where the shock is not prevalent, the intensity rises rapidly immediately after buffet
onset, At Mach 0. 95 the rate of intensity rise is lower just after buffet onset, becoming
more pronounced at Mach 0. 98. This moderate rate of inte:mity rise is encotmtered
when the separated flow is restricted to the region behind the shock. The greater rate
of intensity rise is encountered at higher CNA values when the entire outer wing panel
begins to stall. Little flight data were obtained at Mach 1. I, but the wind-tunnel data
indicate that the shock moved to the trailing edge. The flight test datR obtain,._d at
a Mach number of t. 12 are presented for general interest. Little pressure data are
avail_-.blc at this _,_aeh nu.-,.b_r; therefore, no assessment ,." the effects of the shock can
be made, but the buffet intensity rise does increase slowly immediately after onset.
Although the general effect of the shock on the intensity rise is shown in figure 10,
one of the primary benefits of the supercritical wing on buffet is not readily apparent.
To better illustrate this effect, the Mach 0. 90 and 0. 98 data are compared in figure 11.
Although the buffet onset CNA value at Mach 0. 98 is less than the CNA value at
Mach 0. 90, the intensity rise is much more gradual so that the intensity levels are con-
siderably lower at higher values of CNA. Thtw low intensity buffet maneuvering appears
to be practical at transonic speeds.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The buffet characteristics of the supercritical wing have been investigated by using
various structural sensors and sensor locations. The wtngtip accelerometer was found
to provide the most accurate measurements of the structural response of the airplane.
The buffet-onset boundary from flight showed a high value of airplane normal-force
coefficient, CNA, throughout the Mach range without the sharp drop which generally
occurs in the higher transonic speeds.
Small deflectionsof the trailing-edgeflaps produced moder2tc improvements in the
buffetboundary at Mach O.90 and below, but produced a slightlydegrading effectat the
higher transonic Mach numbers.
!At Mnch 0. 90 and below, the wind-tunnel trailing-edge pressure-divergence boundary
is in agreement with the flight-determined buffet boundary. Above Much 0.90 the wind-
tunnel data produced a considerably lower boundary, which suggests that for the super-
critical wing the trailing-edge pressure divergence is not a valid indication of buffet
onset as measured by structural-response sensors.
The unique flow characteristics of the supcrcritica[ wing at the higher transonic
Much numbers suggest that a maneuvering aircraft might attain high values of CNA
with relatively low buffet-intensity levels.
SYMBOLS
_n
Aan
CN A
cn
e 0
g
M
_P
q
x/c
_t
o'a_
normal acceleration, g units
filtered normal acceleration (high-pass filter), g units
airplane normal-force coefficient
section normal-force coefficient
pressure coefficient
acceleration due to gravity, m/see2 {ft/sec 2)
Much number
difference between local static pressure and free-stream static
pressure
free-stream dynamic preseure, N/m 2 (lb/ft2)
chordwise distance normr,_z._i to local chord length
airplane angle of attack, deg
root n_enn square of normal acceleration g units
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/8. PILOTING AND OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE
F-8 SUPERCRITICAL WING AIRPLANE* i _ "
By Thomas C. McMurtry, Nell W. Matheny, and Donald H. Gat/in i
Flight Research Center
INTRODUCTION
J
I
i
One may wed ask if a transport eqtflpped with a supercriflcal wing can be flown
routinely near _,_ach 1. Are there any unusual or unexpected characteristics that may
introduce new operating problems? Although the F-8 supercrttieal wing test vehicle is
not fully representative of a transport aircraft, it can provide some insight into th_
answers to these questions.._Fne flight tests, therefore, have been patterned generally
along the Lines of ty_eal transport operations, although consideration has also been
given to the usefulness of the concept for othec types of missi-.ns.
The rankle of alfltudes and b_ach numbers investigated covers present-day transport
operating,, areae and Lucbzdes the design cruise re._on -_e-_r Mach" as well _s the des!u-n
limit of Mach 1.2, as shown in figure 1. Within the test envelope, the vehicle trim and
maneuvering characteristics, overspeed behavior, and overall stability and conrxollabil-
ity have been evaluated, with particular emphasis on the transonic range. This paper
considers both the overall handling characteristics of the test vehicle and the correlation
of flight data with wind-tunnel resttlts (re_. 1 and 2)°
It should be point_-_t out that the basic intent of the program is to validate the wing
concept and design approach. An effort was made to achieve acceptable handling quail-
flea; however, _me and cost constraints made it impossible to cp_mize them.
Although the test vehicle does not seem to be typical of a transport aircraft, because
of its size and the location of the engine and wing (fig. 2), the wing and glove geometry,
except for size, are nearly identical to those of proposed transport configurations. The
ratios of aerodynamic and inertial moments axe nearly the same as those of curront
transports except In the roll axis, where roll control power is high. Therefore, the
vehicle response and handling characteristics in flight should provide some insi,jht Into
the behavior of future transports designed around the supercritical wing concept.
PILOT COM_ENTS
The first takeoff of the tsst vehicle was made from the dry lake3ed at Edwards Air
Force B-_se. T_._o gro,xud roll for nonaflerburner takeoffs is appro_imately 2000 meters
(6500 feet) and lift-off airspeed is 165 knots. ALl takeoffs are now made from the m_t-
*Title, Unel_sifle_
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runway. High takeoff and landing atrsiz_.._.q _ed--b_'a_se of the limited taUpipe
clearance as well as the fixedincidence angle of the wing and the lack of high-liR devices.
The only high-liftdevice provided is aileron droop. The handling qualitiesof the airplane
during the takeoffand climbout are satisfactoryin all respects.
In cruising flightthe airplane has good stabilityand responds nicelyto control inputs.
Simulated colllsion-avotdar.c_maneuvers have been performed with no adverse handling
qualitiesnoted. Maneuvers such as aileron doublets, rudder doublets, stabilizerpulses,
wings-level sideslips,and windup turns have been made to obtaindata for stabilityand
controlanalysis. In simulated overspeed maneuvers performed near the design cruise
condition,the controlof the airplane was satisfactoryin allrespects.
An approach to a stallhas been made up to an angle of attackof 17" (approxlmatcly
145 KIAS). The airplane was inthe landing configuration. The approach was broken off
when lateralresponse became poor. Light buffetwas encountered during the maneuver.
Control response was _ood up to an angle of attackof 17".
The landing approach is made at approxlmately 8" angle of attack (170 KIAS). During
the approach the ailerons are drooped 20" for a high-lifteffect. The handling qualities
are good du.-d.ng the landing approach. All landings are made on the dry lakebed because
of the h/gil approach airspeeds and the lack of deceleration devices. The high approach
airspeed has not posed any problems other than requiring a longer runway.
The airp!ans generzlly displays conventionalhandling qualitiesthroughout itsoper-
ating envelope.
A simulator was used to prepare for the flightprogram using wlnd-tunnel-derived
aerodynamic characteristics. Itwas fixedbase and had limitedcockpitfeatures, but
itdid provide the pilotwith an adequate representationof the aircraftresponse to con-
trolinputsand the controlactivityrequired to perform the various flight-testmaneu-
vers. The flight characteristics agreed well with the simulated characteristics.
The airplane has an irreversible flightcontrol system which includes stabilityaug-
mentatlon. The use of an irreversible,"lightcontrol system isnot unique: at leasttwo
current transports have similar systems with no manual reversion. A command aug-
mentatlon system incorporatingblended pitch rate and normal accelerationfeedback
(C* ._stem) was used in the pitchaxis. Itwas r_guired to compensate for reduced
longitudinalstabilityat advanced load factors. The rolland yaw augmentation systems
are similar to those ofthe basic F-8 airplane.
The testalrplanehas been flovrnat some trim conditionswithout stabilitya_',men-
ration and still has acceptable handling qualities.
LONGITUDINAL RESPONSE
In considering the vehiclerespouze to longitudinalcontrol inputs,itis convenient
to refer to the current Military Specification(ref. 3) requirement for traP.spox_aircrR_
as shown in fi_tre3. This s.m_ciflcatloncallsfor a combination of short-period frequency
and normal accelerationper unitangle of attackto be wit_,Inthe bounds for level I oper-
ations. Level 1 refers to "up and away" flightwith allsystems functioning. Levels 2
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and 3 pertain to partial sys_m_
ilures which increase the pilotfs workload and, at
level 3, load to mission termination. The flight data represent the unaugmented air-
plane for the transonic range and are about midway between the level I bounds. The
pilots considered the longitudinal response to be satisfactory. Also, the flight data are
in good agreement with predictions based on w_.nd-tunnel tests. The Military Specifica-
tion also calls for certain damping levels. The augmented airplane meets the damping
criteria; however, with augmentation off, the damping falls short of the minimum require-
ment, and the airplane is lightly damped and tends to overshoot.
The two principal longitudinal stability derivatives--Cm _ and + Cm ..-withCmq
corresponding wind-tunnel data in the transonic r.mge are sho_ in figure 4. The flight
values of the derivatives were determined by a digital computer tecl_nique for matching
time histories of the aircraft responses (ref. 4). The flight data for Cm_ show a
generally higher trend than predicted from wind-turmet data. The differences, however,
do not cause _igniflcant increases in the frequency levels shown in figure 3. The damping
derivatives from flight agree well with the wind-tunnel estimates, ex.cept in the range
from Mach 0. 9 to L 0. In either instance the differences are minor and not apparent tothe pilot.
TRANSONIC TRIM VA/_LITION
Trim vuriat_.on @_rLuF, _ansonlc accelerations is another area of interest to the
tr_,.nsport pilot. In the past, tucking at high subsonic Mach numbers required compensa-
tion in one form or another. The supercrittcal wing vehicle, however, shows no notice-
able tuck. Figure 5 illustrates the variation of stabilizer angle for trim with Mach
number for a level acceleration-deceleration maz,euver performed at I3,700 meters
(45,000 feet) altitude. A tuck was predicted between Mach 0. 99 and I. 02. The flight
data show, however, that nearly neutral speed stability exists h:_tween Mach 0. 9 and 1.05.
The stick-force variation is not shown because the pitch augmentation system pro,rides
apparent neutral speed stability for all conditions. Below Mach 1.0, the trim angle
requirement in flight is slightly greater tl-_n predicted from model tests. Part of the
discrepancy can be attributed to the higher trend of the flight values for Cmu noted in
figure 4. In addition, some of the discrepancy is believed to be due to differences in
zero-lift pitching moment, Cmo . Figure 6 compares t.ha flight values for Cmo with
those obtained from wind-tunnel measurements. The flight values were estimated from
measurements of aerodynamic-center location and stabilizer effectiveness. Below
Mach 0. 95 the comparison indicates a considerable difference in zero-lift pi_ching
moments, with the flight data shewing a larger nose-d_ moment. A contributing factor
to this difference is the more negative pressure measured along the wtng trailing edge,as no_ed in paper 5.
TRANSOI;IC _[ANEUVERING CHARACTERISTICS
The maneuverability of the test airplane _s satisfactory in the transonic range,
particularly at the desig_ cru_s_ Math number. The principal factors that affect
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maneuverability are shown in figure 7. The upper boundary shows the highest normal-
force coefficients obtained in fligJlt so far. The vehicle exhibits a pitchup that occurs
well above normal transport operating conditions and is in fair agreement with the wind-
tunnel predictions. The sharp rise in this boundary above Mach 0.9 is attributed to a
rearward shift of the wing shock wave to the vicinity of the trailing edge. This shock is
stabilized at the aft location and acts as a barrier to forward spreading of flow _epara-
tlon. This delays the occurrence of large llft losses on the outboard wing sections at
high angles of attack. Buffet onset also occurs well above the normal operating condi-
tiers.
The basic parameters relating to longitudinal maneuverability are shown in figure 8,
a comparison of flight and predicted normal-force and pitching-moment characteristics
for a ft_ed stabilizer position at a Mach number of 0. 95. The flight results were ob-
tained from known stabilizer effectiveness and measurements of stabilizer angle during
In particular, the norma_-wrcc_curves .a_c_ _n_ed in fi_e 6, more negative values.
however, show slightly hi_er stability ana, as n_ 6_
A decrease in st_ili_ is indicated in the flight data at approximately V ° angle of attack.
This is followed by an abrupt pitchup o_ about 11" angle of attack. The wind-tunnel data
also e._htbit a nnse-up tendency a_ abo_ 7 ° angte of attack and an abrupt pitehup near
13 * -_ngle of att_k. Buffet onset is generally observed in flight at the first break in the
pitch curvz. These v,_riaflons in stability are m_sked by the pitch command augmenta-
tion system.
UPSET-OVERSPEED BEHAVIOR
Another factor of concern to the transport pilot is the controllab'JitY of the atrer_
in an upset or overspeed condition. Several upset maneuvers have been performed
with the test vehicle starting from winEs-level and banked attitudes near the design
cruise speed. A time history of the most severe maneuver, with the aircraft b_nked
approximately 45*t is shown in fib_re 9. An upset was initi_',ted by pushing over to near
0 g, holding for itbout 5 seconds with fl:_ed throttle, and then recovering with a 1.5g to
2.0g pullup.
Figure 10 shows the altitude and Mach number excursions resulting from three
different upset maneuvers performed with the stability augmentation system on. Two
of the maneuvers were started from level flight at approximately Mach 0. 97, one from
approximately 14, 000 meters (46,000 feet), and *_he other from 15,000 meters
(49, 000 feet) altit_'de. The maneuver starting at 15,000 meters (49,000 feet) was held
at 0. 5g for 10 seconds befor_ recovery was initiated; the others were held for only
5 seconds. Because of the further increase in drag beyond the cruise point, neither of
the excursions from level flightex_endcd much beyond the sonic speed. The bzr.ked
maneuver was performed to exceed Mach I, but was no more di,'Ticulto control.
The recovery in each maneuver was easy to perform, and the aircraft r_sponse was
normal in all respects. Control power was adequate, an_ there wero no tendencies for
wing drop or control reversal. The airplane has been accelerated to a supersonic
condition many ._Imes and h_._ _handled nicely. When the drzg rise was encountered in
flight,the indications to the pilct seemed to be the same as those in any other airplane;
that is, the airplane Just stopped accelerating. This was not an abrupt change, but it
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was an obvious one.
LATERAL CONTROL POWER
As pointed out earJ[_r, roll control is provided by conventional midspan ailerons=
These surfaces have dimensions of approximately 25 percent of the wing chord by
40 percent of the wing semtslzm and were sized to permit landings in strong crosswinds.
They are about dol_ble the relative sizes Of the ailerons on the 707 airplane. However,
most current transports also have spoilers in addition to ailerons for lateral control.
The roll capability of the test vehicle is shown in figure 11, a plot of maximum available
control power as a function of roll time constant. The boundaries apply to transport
aircraft and were determined by using the Flight Research Center variable-stability
JetS_=_Lr airplac J (ref. 5). The flight data are in generally good agreement with pre-
dictions based on wind-tunnel tests, although both the flight and predicted control power
are greater than the satisfactory range indicated for transport aircraft. This higher
trend is considered to be satisfactory for experimental flight purposes.
Ftg,_re 12 presents the variation of the two principal roll-response derivatives in the
transonic range. The _ileron effectiveness and dam._mg-in-roll derivatives obtained
from fli=_ht tests and faired wind-tunuel data are shown as functions of Mach number.
The roll power is proportional to aileron effectiveness, C_a , which is higher in flight
_-h_.n Pr_"4-_-c*.ed from wiT, d-t =1¢I tests at Mach numbers below about 0. 95. The damping
derivative, Clp , also shows a slightly higher trend than predicted. These differences
are not apparent in the comparisons of roll power shown in figure 11.
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL COUPLING
Good roll response also requires minimum coupling between the roll and yaw axes.
In figure 13 flight data are compared with predicted roll response in terms of oJ_,
which con -talns the yaw-due-to-aileron derivative, a principal contributor to roLl-yaw
coupling, and O_d, the Dutch roU frequency. When _ is equal to _d, a pure roll
response is obtained. High ratios of oJ_ to _d lead to a pilot-induced oscillavlon
(PlO) tendency, whereas low ratios result in sluggish roll response. The flight and
predicted responses are again In gcod agreement and are in a region considered to be
satisfactory. These trends are consistent with the pilots t evaluations of the roll per-
formance as excellent at transonic speeds.
The agreement between fli_-,ht and predicted roll-yaw coupling is reflected in the
comparisons of the _llhedr_-effect derivative, C_, and yaw-due-to-aileron derivative,
Cn5 a, _hcwn in figure 14. The dihedral effect from flight is slightly higher _ the
wind-tunnel result. The value of the yaw-due-to-_dleron derivative is small and shows
a more adverse trend than pred_rted. The differences, howev r, are not sufficient to
produce ,-in unsatisfactory roll response. Therefore, an interconnect between the aileron
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and rudder to reduce roll-induced yaw was not needed in the cruise re_on.
CONCLUDLNG REMARKS
The F-8 supercritical wing program has indicated that the piloting tasks and prdce-
dures at cruise speeds in the vicinity of Mnch i should be no less routine than in present-
day transport operations. Some differences do exist between flight and wind-tunnel
measurements of the stability and control characteristics; however, the handling quail-
ties were predicted well No unexpected or violent control characteristics have been
encountered.
This brief assessment of the stability and control characteristics of the F-8 super-
criUcal wing test vehicle can perhaps be summarized in one ovcJrali observation: The
introduction of the supererttical wing is not expected to create any serious problems
in day-to-day transport operations.
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9. COMMENTS ON WTND-TUNNE/.,--FUGHT CORRELATIONS .:;
..
FOR THE F-8 SUPERCRITICALByRichard T. WhftcombWINGCONFIGURATION* "I_ "'_'"1 ._i' 4";_:
,|
Langley Rese_'rch Center ._
INTRODUCTION
.:|
As the results presented in the previous pa!_rs have indicated, the flight programs
to this point have d_mon_tr_ted the essential practicalit7 of the supercritical wing con- 't
•_1_ and, gener_Uy, ha._a shown good agreement be_;een the _d-_Lmnel and flight -I
results over the flight envelope. However, several obvious differences between the _"
flight, and wind-tunnel pitching moment, drag polars, dr_ rise, and pressure dtstribu- i
tion results for the F-8 program require some further analysis and discussion. The
p._.mary differences can probably be attributed to Reynolds number effects and wind-
tunnel-_-all interference. The wall Int_r_,erence par+,cularly influences the transonic
drag rise.
i
1
EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER .'i
i.
For this brief discussion of Reynolds number effect a figure from paper 6 for a I
"" %.
Mach number of 0. 90 is repeated as figure 1. As noted previously, the loadings on the
aft regions of the sections are gre-ter in flight than in the wind tunnel. The aileron ._
deflection of 1. 8" in flight contributes to _esa differences in the re_ion of the aileron, i
However, analysis of more recent flight data for various aileron auEIes indicates that
the effect of an aileron deflection of this magnitude is secondm-y. Apparently, the i
effective aft camber is greater in flight than in the wind tunnel. This effect may cause, +
at least in part, the more negative pitching moments at this Mach nun_er noted in
paper 8 and the relative rotation of the drag polars shown in paper _. This difference
ta camber may be a_socia*.,..d with the influence of Reynolds number on the strong
boundary-layer effects for supercritical airfoils disc_zs_.d in paper 1. As noted in i"
papers 3 and 6, the te_h_que used during the wind-tunael tosts to attempt to simulate "_
._¢_dl-scale Reynolds numbers was not practical for lower speed condi_ons such as those <]
of the present ca_e. The win_-wake surveys plzuned for _he wind-tunnel model and the _-
airplane in flight should help _reatly in clarifying the 11eynolds number effecL _ _
+i
EFFECT OF TL%NNEL WALL ON D_AG RISE +,'EAR MACH I.0 _ :_
To more clearly define the drag rise, the drag results presented in paper 5 were ._
• Title, Unclassified. .
ni
%
reduced to incremental form by subtracting the drag coefficients measured at a Mach i
number of 0. 90 and are shown with a si_,nificantly expanded scale in figure 2. To
eliminate the effect of the tail angle in the comparison, the wind-tunnel results pre-
sented are for the same tail angles as those required for trim in flight. As noted in !
paper 5, at Mach number_ near 1. 0 the drag rise for the I/II. 5-scale model in the
Langley 8-foot tunnel is less than that for the airplane. A smaller 1/16-scale model
in the 8-foot tunnel has a drag rise at these speeds similar to that for the larger model. I
Results obt_tned at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), the Boeing Co.,
and the Langley Research Center strongly suggest that this variation is due primarily i
to the strong effects of the wind-tunnel wall on the _tensive supe_'sonic flow field
produced by the displacement of the total airplane model at these speeds. Some
Langley results (ref. 1) are shown in figure 3. A supercrttical body of revolution of a
fineness ratio of appraximately 9 has been tested in the 8-foot tunnel and the 16-foot !
tunnel and free-dropped. This fineness ratio is greater than that for the F-8 airplane.
As for the F-8 data, the results h_ve been reduced to an incremental form. In this
Instance the drag coefficients are based on the body frontal area. Differences in drag ;
for Math runnbera approaching 1. 0, similar to those for the F-8 airplane, may be noted, _
with the dr_g increments for the two model-to-tunnel sizes being appro_imately equal
but significr_utly lower than for the flight test. However, for the F-8 configuration the
dlfferenc_s be.*ween wind-tunn_l and flight occur at somewhat lower Mach numbers than
for the idezl body of revolution because of the lower fineness ratio and nonoptimum
area distributt,_n, as describod in paper 3.
The seventy cf this w_tl Lu*.erference problem is illustrated by results from tests
of a group of fl_ees b_ies of different ratios of model to wind-tunnel cross-sectional
area in the 8-foot and 16-foot tunnels (fig. 4). For the range of model sizes usually
used for high subsonic opted wird-t,.umel tests, such as for the configuration of fig-
ures 2 and 3, the drag incremsnt at M = 0.99 is apprc_ximately constant at a level sub-
st_ntialty less than the free-drop value, noted by the level at zero body size. The drag-
rise increment for the tunnel results does not reach that for the drop test until the ratio
of body cross-sectional area to tunnel area is made very small The smallest ratio
shown is for a 6. 3-centimeter (2.5-inch) diameter body in the 16-foot tunnel Figure 4
also l_tmtrates the abruptness of the onset of the problem_ At a s!ightly lower Mach -
number of Q. 98, the small drag increment is approximately the same over a range of
the smaller body sizes.
ANALYSIS OF TUNNEL WALL EFFECT NEAR _/[ACH i. 0
Pressure distributions for the bodies of the previous figure indicate the source of
this drag differ_nce near M = 1.0 (fig. 5). The. pressures along the aft parts of the
lar_r bodies are more positive than those on the smullest bodies. As with other mixed-
flow problems, a complete expla_a.*ion of this effe_ is involved. However, some expla-
nation is in order. At these speeds, the induced su.oersoni-- field of the body grows
rapidly. When this field approachm" the wall, the relieving flow through the slots retards:
its growth and the supersonic field is less extensive than in free air. The effect is
roughly similar to reduction in effective Mach number. It is interesting to note that the
pressure distribution for the rear portion of the largest body is similar to that on the
smallest body at a lower Mach number.
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For an airports with lift and a nonopt/mum area distribution such as the F-8 super-
critical wing airplane the problem is more complex. Presented in figure 6 is a com-
parL_on of the fuselage pressure distribution for the F-8 airplane at a Mach number of
0. 99 and a 1LR coeffic/ent of 0. 23. As for the bodies of revolution, the pressures over
the rear portion of the fuselage are more positive for a larger ratio of model-to-tunnel
size. The wall effect also influences the wing pressures, as indicated in figure 7. The
pressures obtained in the 8--foot and 16-foot tunnels for the same condition as for
previous figure are shown. The pressures on the aft po_-'tions of the inboard region
and the entire chords of the outboard region are more positive in the 8-foot tunnel tlmn
in the 16-foot tunnel. The wtud-humel flight comparisons presented in paper 6 for a
Mach number of 0. 99 but at a somewhat higher lift coefflc/ent indicate roughly similar
differences (fiE. 8). However, the wind-tunnel results of figure 7 indicate similar
trallin_-edge pressure recoveries for the two tunnels, whereas the recoveries for the
flight tests are siEnlflcantly worse than _'or the 8-foot tunnel at this Mach number
(fig. 8). These L_tter _Lfferences were described in detail in paper 6. This situation
is probably due to the substantially greater magnitudes and more rearward locations
of the second-velocity peaks in flight than in either of the wind-runnel tests. Obviously,
for fliEht the boundary layer must move .throue_h larger, steeper pressure gradients
near the tra/lh_ ed_, resulting in a greater tendency toward separation. These ex-
cessive second-velocity pe_.ks for the fl/o_ht d_t_. at this Mach number are not due pri-
marily to a difference in effective Reynolds number, as for M = 0.90, but to the fact
that the model was "tuned" in the wrong environment because of the wind-tunne|-wall
effect. The results indica_ that the aft camber is excessive for the most effective
operation at cruise for full-scale flight conditions.
DRAG CREEP
The effec_ of the tunne! wall on the drag at lower l_eh numbers must also be con-
s/tiered. As indicated in figure 2, the drag creep for the 1/11, 5-scale F-_. super-
critical wing airplane model in the 8-foo_ tunnel is greater than in fli_ht. Also, the body
of revolution in the 8-foot tunnel experiences a drag creep not indicated for the b_ly lu
free drop (fiE. 3). Comparison of the ariel-tunnel and fli_;ht results for the F-8 airplane
ind/cates that the difference is caused by variations of the pressure on the aft portion of
the fuselaEe. These differences in drag creep are asscciated with classical sub.*onic
wind-tunnel blocked, e, which increases very rapidly as _/[ach number is increased
toward I. 0. The results shown in figures 2 and 3 indicate that, in contrast to the severe
bvW_/nl_oblem for Mach numbers near L 0, thts. blockage effect is essentially eliminated
y moderate reductions of model size. The 1/16-scale model of the F-8 ai,--plane in the
8-foot tunnel has abot_t the same creep as the fl/ght vehicle, and the creep for the body
of revolution in the 16-foot tunnel is similar to that for the drop body.
Wind-tunnel experiments at AEDC, BoelnE, and Lan_!ey have indicated tb.at the wal.'.
effect near M = 1.0 can be substanthtlly reduce_ by redue.in_ _e porosity of the tunnel
walls. Experiments in the 8-foot tunnel tudicate that the creep can be essentially elimi-
--ted for lares models by increasin E ttwnel porosity to the relatively larvae value which
theoretically produces zero subson/c blocka Ke, which leads to a dilemma: slots must
be wide for one speed range and narrow for another. Ex_ensive experiments in the
8-foot tunnel have not yielded a simple solution. Variable porosity will probably be
required.
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APPLICATION OF WING TO A TRANSPORT CONFIGURATION
The wall effect for the F-8 configuration at near-sonic speeds is confused at present
by the fairly complex shock field of the nonoptimum longitudinal cross-sectional area
distribution. Such a distribution is not representative of an actual transport airplane
design, because any configuration designed for this speed range would undoubtedly have
a moro nearly optimum area distribution. To make the area distribution for the F-8
airplane configuration more representative; side fairings _vlll be added to the fuselage.
The effect of these sl@e fairings on the area distribution of the F-8 airplane is shown
in figure 9. The added area provides the physical cros._--sectional area shown by the
short-dashed line. In the region of the win_, the area acded is less than that required
to achieve the area distribution for an ideal supercriflcal body of revolution. The
_ifference in area r/lows for the nonlinear expansion of the supersoni,, stream tubes
above the upper surf_-ce of the wing. With the fuselage additions, the shock strengths
and drag at Mach numbers near 1. • are substantially reduced. However, it should be
noted that ideally the addttional physical indentation required to compensate for this
effect should be concentrated on top of the fuselage rather than on the sides, as will be
done for the F-S airplane because of the high location of the wing.
Even with the addition of the eide fairtngs, the dra E rise for the flight confl_-_tration
will probably be greater than that required for efficient cruise at Mach numbers above
approximately 0. 97. For a transport configuration with a hIi_her flnene,gs radio and a
more refined ar._a-.--ule app_c'_flon then flint used for the F-.F airpl_._-.e, hhtS limitino_
value probably would be about 0. 98 in flight. This fact, together with the problems
associated with wind-tunnel testing near a Mach number of 1. 0, as Just discussed,
suggests that the design of the wine for the F-8 airplane was overly ambitious. The
wing should have been designed for a Mach number of 0. 98 rather than for near 1. 0, as
indicated in paper 3. An analysis of *.he wing pressure distributions measured in the
wind tunnel and flight sug_oests that a wine designed for this lower Mach number, used
in conjunction with an optimumly area-ruled fuselag_ , would have about 2" less sweep
than that of the wlng now on the F-8 airplane.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
%%e preceding discussion has indicated that wind-tunnel-wall intei'ference results
in lower dra E in the tunuel than in flight at Mach numbers near 1. 0 but cau._es a greater
drag creep at lower Mach numbers; the aR camber of the supercritlc_l wing now on the
F-_ airplane is exccsst_.e for most efficient cruise in full-scale, free-air flight; and
with our present km_wledge and wind-tunnel equipment it appears impractical to attempt
to develop a transport airplane with an efficient cruise _ach number hi_her than 0. 98.
REFERENCE _.
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SYMBOLS
A eross-sect_on_l area, m 2 (f12)
CD drag coef_cient
CL lif_ coefficient
normal-f_rce coefficient for wing panel outboard of first row
of pressure orifices
pressure coefficient
loc_l streamwise chord of basic w_,ng panel, cm (in.)
horizontal-tail incidence relative to fuselage reference line, deg
Mnch number
chordwise distance rearward of LeveLing edge along the chord,
cm (in.)
increment
cp
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10. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS*
By Joseph Well
Flight Research Center
and Richard C. Dingeldein
Langley Research Center
Xq2-lO .o 
l
INTRODUCTION
In this final paper I will try to su_marize where_we have been and where we think
we may be going in supercritical wing proof-of-concept flight testing.
Let us reexamine the objectives of the F-8 supercritical win_ flight program.
When the program was conceived in 1968, hopes were high that the promising charac-
;:eristics indicat_t from wind-tunnel resul_ would also be achieved at higher Reynolds
_umbcrs in flight, Eut hhcr_ _:'ere some who felt that the gains mlgb _ be as elusive
2nd sensitive to the fli._ht environment and practical airplane construction tolerances
as the drag bucket predicted for !ow-draz airfoils in low-turbulence wind tunnels
30 years ago. We were particularly concerned about the difficulty of obtaining accu-
rate wind-tunnel and flight correlatiuns because the region of greatest interest is
close to Mach 1. At and near Mach 1 the wind-tunnel results are subject to maximum
uncertainties, and obtaining accurate flight data in this speed range can also be diffi-
cult.
Specifically, we were intercsted in determining gross indicators of d._stgn achieve-
ment, such a_ the transonic drag-rise biach number, buffet, and ctabtlity and control
characteristics. In the last category we wondered whether any unexpected and per-
haps violent flight beha_-tor might be tri_ered by flow separation at transonic speeds,
especia|iy in regard to operating margine relative to transports. As another objec-
tive, and to suppleme_tt this information, _ve planned to obtain d_tailed chordvfLse
pressure distributions at six spanwise locations and to perform limited bouadary-
_ayer and wake su,-'veys. Of co._v_e, In all the objectives a primary concern was the
ability to predict flight behavior from windotunnel data. Also, we were anxious to
determine the sensitivity of the flight results to aileron deflection, wing-_trface
roughness, and wv.viness. How did the attained performance deviate with departure
from the wtng profllc d_s_gn cvnd't_on of a lift coefficient of 0.40 at Mach 0. 99?
*Title, Unctassifi_l.
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_t.)'MMARY OF F-8 SUPERCRITICAL WING RESULTS
The key F-8 supercrltical wing results discussed in the earlier papers may be
summarized as follows: I feel the overall performance goals of Richard T. Whitcomb,
as demonstrated by delayed drag-rlse Mach number and a relatively high lift coeffi-
cient for the onset of significant separation, have been achieved.
Figure I compares wind-tunnel and flightdrag data at a liftcoefficient of 0.40.
Differences in fligi_tand wind-tunnel fuselage base and boattail pressures and horizo,ltal-
tail deflection have been accounted for, so that any dissimilarity in the data shown
should be associated with effects on the wing. Two points are worthy of mention.
First, the drag-rlse Mach number for both wind-tunnel and flightdata is approximately
the same (0.96). S_cond, the drag obtained in [he Langley S-foot tunnel at Mach I
is significantly lower than the drag obtained in flight. The more gradual drag rise
in the 8-foot tunnel data was shown in paper 9 to be primarily the result of tunnel
wall interference.
Figure 2 shows the flight-derlved buffet-onset boundary in terms of airplane
normal-force coefficient and Mach number. There is no significant decrease of the
CNA for buffet onset at transonic speed, and, actually, at the design Mach number
of 0. 99, the CNA for buffet onset increases with Much number. Up to Much numbers
slightly in excess of 0. 90 ,t would appear that means are available to adequately corre-
late flight buffet onset with wind-tunnel indicators. Near design Mach number a
reliable method for predicting buffet onset is lacking, and additional effort is required
to improve existing techniques.
There have been some discrepancies in pressure distributions determined in
wind-tunnel tests and in flight, which may suggest slight modifications to d_slgn
techniques when the reasons for these differences are better understood, although
here again the overall agreement is believed to be fairly good. Figure 3 compares
flight and wind-tunnel pressure distribution near the design C L condition at Much 0. 99.
It was at this condition that the maximum attempt was made at model scaling of outboard-
wlng-panel boundary-layer conditions, and total wing twist was comparable. In general,
the flightand wind-tunnel pressure distributions agree fairly well, although the shock
location was farther aft and traillng-edge pressure recovery was not as good in flight
as in the tunnel.
Even though there have been some differences in predicted and flight-determined
stability and control derivatives, the handling qualities were estimated quite well and
there have been no unexpected or violent flight con*.rolincidents.
Although not a stated objective of the program, the F-8 supercritical wing investl-
gntion has enabled us to contribute to the important area of wind-tunnel test techniques
near Mach I.
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!F_TURE PLANS FOR F-8 SUPERCRITICAL WING PROGRAM
Where does the F-8 program go from here? Although we feel we have presented
a meaningful progress report, much data are already in hand that will require
additional analysis. This should enable us to better separate some of the variables
that are now ill-defined and hence were not discussed.
y
i:
The additional tasks remaining in the current flight test program include making
botmdary-layer and wake measurements, determining the effect of wing-surface
variables, and evaluating the Mach 1 failings.
The locations of the boundary-layer rake end swinging probe for the wake surveys
are shown in figure 4. Upper-surface boundary-layer data will be obtained with a
12. 7-centimeter (5-Inch) rake at the two spanwise locations shown. Somewhat more
extensive wake surveys w_ll be pos_ible at the same spanwise locations with the
rotating pitot probe. These surveys, which may help e::platn some of the differences
between predicted and flight results, are the next scheduled objectives for the flight
program. Later this year we plan to increase the number of high-resp_nse pressure
orifices, as sho_'n in figure 4, to obtain more information on the mechanism of the
shock---t_bulent-boundary-layer interaction and its contribution to the separ_ation
phenomenon, whlcl_, in turn, will contribute to the develo_.ment of predictive techniques
for mixed £Iow_.
One of _.e original objectives that has not yet been achieved is the determination
of the sensiti',-tty of the supercritical wing pressure distribution to various types of
rou_nness and simulated production irr_perfeettons. Figure 5 illustrates the scope of
projected tests. The upper surface of the outboard wing region, shown crosshatched,
would be modified so that the effects of such surface variables as spanwise gaps, aft-
facing steps, waviness, and simulated screw or rivet heads could be examined.
Another possibility involves removing the sealing devices now at the aileron hinge.
Early tiffs sumrr, er the Mach 1 failings shown in flg_tre 6 will be installed. The
main purpose of these failings is to produce a weaker shock pattern near Mach 1.
It will be interesting to see whether this w:H provide a better correlation between
8-foot wind-tunnel data and flight results in this Mach range.
Also being considered is a modification to the trailing edge of the present wing to
reduce the magnitude of the second pressure peak and thus possibly produce results
cl_ser to the lower Reynolds number wind-tunnel data.
It is fairly welt known that the Langley Research Center is sponsoring a n-m_er of
systems studies to determine the role that advanced technology might play in providing
more efficient long-haul transport aircraft which can cruise at very high subsonic
Mach numbers. These studies, although not yet corvplete, have indicated some promising
areas which might provide the basis for additional flight demons_.rations. Because of
the economies that can be achieved by using the F-8 test--bed, a new supercritical wing
for this vehicle incorporating more representative advanced tranzpert featuros is being
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studied. Some of the design considerations for the wing are composite structures,
high-lift devices, and active cor_rols.
The use of composite structures would make it possible to improve s_rengtb and
stiffness at reduced weights by choos_g the location and direction of |oac_-carrying
fibers so that they are most effective. Studies indicate that a much lighter wing of
given geometry--perhaps up to 25 percent lighter than possible with conl-entional me_al
• construction methods--can be fabricated by using composite materials. Moreover, for
a given wing-swe,;p angle, area, and thickness distribution, this weighi-saving could be :
traded to achieve a higher-aspect-ratio composite wing than could be cc, nstructed from
metal alone for the same weight. It may become practical to obtain the benefits of high
aspect ratio--as high as 9---for trar, sport aircraft. Figure 7 illustrates how an aspect- .;
ratio-9 wing would look on the F-8 test-bed. With this configuration for an advanced
transport, large gains in cruise efflciencies would be expected to trmxslate directly into
airline profits. Use of composites for major portions of the wing st.-'ucture as well as _
high-lift devices and control surfaces is, therefore, an important d_sfgn consideration.
This flight application and the resulting structural and aerodynamic eva lustion could
provide data t]_t are not available elsewhere. Benefits from improved surface smooth-
ness and contour control are "_lso expected, but the relatively few flight hours for the
experimental airplane woL:ld not _Uow assessment of service life of composite structures.
Inasmuch as the p_es_nt F-8 supercrittcal wing program l*_s increased our confi-
dence in predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of an almost ideal wing at transon;c
speeds, a follow-on program would not be complete without prol_er attention _.o low-
speed char_cte_stics. Any new wing wi!l be designed to incorporate advanced high-liR
de_ces. Thu_ thQ program will pr.ovlde means of evaluat:ug al_. the factors that must
be considered for transpo_-t operation from takeoff to landing. The improvements in
low-speed pexfarmance, as well as the effects of retracted high-lift devices on cruise
drag, will be an important part of thin program.
One of the most questionable areas resulting from tailored structural characteristics
using cozr, posites is in aeroelasticity. Such problems as flutter and response to turbu-
lence may adversely affect the safety or service IHe of the aircraft. However, numerous
studies have shown that many of thc_e dynamics problems can be alleviated through the
use of active control systems. Alth,_gh theze active control systems offer promise in
suppressing gust loads and flutter and improving ride qualities and maneuver loads, this
area represents the design consideration least capable of definition at this time.
A broad, NASA-wide research activity in this area i_ being formulated. Although
it is too early to be specific, the possible application of active con_.rols to a new F-8
wing could provide early flight validations of such advanced concepts. Hydraulically
actuated spoilers would be a can_date control for wing-load allevia_un, a single-
slotted flaperon for load alleviation and gust suppression, and an outboard-tip flaperon
for flutter suppression, lu addition, these devices could be used to produce variable
camber and twist to provide _tter wing geometry fo_" off-design performance improve-
ment.
The cost effectiveness of several alternate approaches to a new experimental air-
plane is being studied.
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TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
The work r_at has been accomplished and is planned on the T-2C and F-8 airplanes
to provide basic supercrittcal wing technology will be augmented by a program that
was approved about a yoar ago_the Transonic Aircraft Technology or TACT program.
This program will provide additional proof of concept in supercriflcal wing technology
using an F-UlA variable-sweep tactical aircraft as the test-bed. The wing will have
much more representative elastic char_cteristice than provided by the boi[erplate
F-8 construction and will seek higher angle-c._-attack maneuvering performance opti-
m/zation.
The results of this Joint NASA/USAF program should have direct application to
future high-performance combat aircraft. Figure 8 is a comparison of the basic
F-11IA and the TACT F-111 airplanes. The TACT concept development was a Joint
endeavor of General Dynamics and Richard T. Whitoomb. The TACT wing panel is of
lower aspect ratio, less tapered, and of lower maximum sweep than the basic F-U1
wing. Some of these changes in geometry were dictated by a design objective of
optimizing the cruise and maneuvering performance in the 0. 85 to 0. 90 Mach range
for the intermediate sweep configurations. The TACT F-111 airplane has a single-
s!o_ed flap rather than the double-slotted flap of the conventional F-ULA airplane.
The flap system on the supercrltical wing does not yield a maximum lift coefficient as
high as that of the basic F-111 at.plane but was selected on the basis of simplicity and
minimum cost.
Some of the de_iled program objectives are as follows:
To demonstrato transonic maneuverability by -
Evaluating buffet onset and intensity
Ascertaining energy-maneuverability capability
Assessing overall handling qualifies from gunsight tracking
To determine overall performance and handling qualifies such as -
Drag-rlse Mach number, drag polars
Effects of wing sweep and external stores
Low-speed handling qualities with high-lift devices
To define local aerodynamics through -
Pressure distribution studies of the effects of wing sweep and
external stores and the effects of flaps, spoilers, and leading-
edge flaps
To determine wake drag
We are particularly an_ous to evaluate the petential of the supercr/ttcal wing for
raising the buffet-onset lift coefficient and reducing its intensity, together with the
expected reduction in drag at elevated g, which is so important for a highly maneuver-
able aircraft.
In over_U performance and handling we are interested in determining t_e sensitivity
of the supercritical wing characteristics to small changes in swr _.p. Will the supersonic
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!.performance at maximum sweep be penalized by the presence of the supercritioal air-
foil? Much more emphasis will be placed on determining the performance and low-speed
handling qualities with high-lift devices than in the F-8 program.
In the study of local aerodyuamJce, systematic pressure distributions will be ob-
tained to help us t,nderstand effects of wing sweep, external stores, and high-llft devices
and to obtain data for design loads.
In all these areas flight results will be carefully correlated with wind-t'_mne! chtta.
• The management, technical direction, funding, and contract monitoring of the TACT
program is the responsibility of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. As men-
fioned previously, much of the conceptual testing and development of the design was
dome in the 8-foot tunnel at the Langley Research Center. Most of the final deEailed
wind-tunnel work is being done at the Ames Research Center.
General Dynamics has the role of designing, fabricating, and installing the new
win E on an F-111 fuselage. They will also support the entire program, including the
flight test phase as needed.
The Flight Research Center is responsible for flight test instrumentation and data
reduction and the conduct of the flight test program. This latt_:" effort will be a joint
endeavor with the Air Force Flight Test Center, which will active!y participate with _st
pilots, flight planning, and data analyses.
The time schedule for the F-111 program is shown in figure9. ProEm-am approval
was obtained in February 197L Final wind-tunnel testingand wine design and fabrloa-
flonwillbe completed by next fail The F-IUA air-_)lanethatwin ultimatelyaccept
the new wing is being instrumented at the Flight Research Center to enable some addi-
tional performance and maneuverability baseline data to be obtained starting in late
spring. These tests will end in October when the airplane is scheduled to be sent to
Fort Worth, Texas , for the mating of the new wing and other preflight activities. The
actual flight test program is scheduled to start in May 19"/3, and these tests and analyses :
will continue at least through calendar 1974.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Significantstrides have been made as a result of the simple, n_Inirn,um-cost T-2C
and F-8 supercrlticalwing programs in bringing the supercrltlca!wing from a prom-
ising wind-tunnel development to the pointwhere the designer can have greater confi-
dence based on fllght-provedtechnology. The T-2C program has shown thatalmost a
50-percent increase in airfoilthickness is possible with no reductionin drag-rise 1_L_ch
number. The F-8 program has demonstrated thntdr_g-rise Mach numbers near I are
attainablefor subso'_ictraz_portwings. Data for the T-2C airplane, which is closer
to a t_'o-dimensionalconfigurationthan the F-8 airplane, have sho_,n._somewhat better
overall correlationwith wlnd-tunnel predictions. Although not quiteas close correla-
tlonwas obtained with the F-8 data, for the most part the correlationswere good, con-
sidering the much more complicated three-dimensional flow problem _ssoclated with
the highlyswept wing and the difficultproblem of obtainingreliabledata near Mach I
in eithera wind-h-nnel or Fight environment. We plan to extend the scope of the F-8
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program in the coming months, as described earlier. Data to be obtzined in the F-111
supercrtttcal wing program will add a new dimension with the application of supercrittcal
.wing technology to a tactical variable-sweep airplane.
Finally, lest we leave the impression that we are overly smug and complacent, T
Would like to say that the F-8 program has shown sever_l areas where predictive tech-
niques need substantial improvement. Also, this program has reaffirmed the require-
ment for developing improved test techniques near Mach 1. It is hoped that the current
and projected supercritical wing tests will serve as a cata'.yst to achieve some of these
 Is.
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SYMBOLS
wing span, m (_)
drag coefficient
lift coefficient
airplane normal-force coefficient
,°:
win_-panel normal-force coefficient,
/0 em Cav ,.-,_b/
.133
pressure coefficient, p - P---.-----_
• q
local streamwise chord of basic wing panel, c:: "in. )
average chord of wing panel, cm (in.)
section normal-force coefficient,
Trailing
Le edge (Cp_ - Cpu)d(x/c )
adlng
edge
Math number
drag-ri3e Mach number
localstaticpressurej N/m2.(Ib/ft2)
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/P_
q
X
Y
4
Subscripts:
U
free-stream static pressure, N/m 2 (Ib/fl 2)
free-stream dynamic pressure, N/m 2 (lb/fl 2)
chordwlse distance rearward of leading edge, em (in.)
distance perpendicular to the airplane centerllne, cm (in.)
wing lower srarface
wing upper surface
/
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F-8 SUPERCRITICAL WING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
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WING SURFACE VARIABLES
Figure $
MACH I FAIRING FOR F-8 SCW
Figure 6
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